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INTRODUCTION *)

Since thousands of years ago Man managed to make fire two basic
discoveries were made: roasting meat and making pottery. They were
two innovations which changed human life. The cooking and baking of
vegetab Ie products and the roasting of meat have opened a huge reservoir
of .fQ.Qd for the hungry people of the late Neolithicum.
Little did people apprehend the probieros of bacteria, of corrosion
and the chemical processes which they committed. But by trial and error
they leamed how to master fire and use the energy stored in organic
materials. After thousands of years Man started to bum coal, opening a
giant store of energy. The steam engine multiplied human power and
started the industrial age.
A special aspect of modem time has been the introduetion of
chemistry for the mass production of human utilities, dye·stuffs and
fertilizers. Pottery was replaced by roetal containers. But still, since
primeval times, a basic condition of chemical technology is that the
cooking pots, the chemical reactors, should be free from corrosion. The
wall of a vessel never participates in a chemical process.
Superposedon these developments came in the 19th century A.D.
the discovery of the electromotor and of the combustion engine.
Automobiles, aeroplanes and motorships became possible. The mobiJity
of Man increased thousandfold. To run powerstations or combustion
engines we have to bum coal or oil and turn it into heat, water and C02.
The temperature of the flame is between 2000 and 3500 K maximum.

"') This Introduetion bas been written in close cooperation with Prof.Dr. J. Kistemaker.
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Corrosion of the walls became the big enemy. The use of ceramic coatings in combustion chambers of piston- and jet-engines, is the most recent
answer given by human ingenuity. All our approaches are based on the
archaïc dogma
- the flame is the enemy of the wall.

In this situation nuclear energy, based on the fission of uranium
nuclei, entered our civilization in the years '401'50. The technological
question was:
- what to do with an energy souree which can produce "flames" of
any desired temperature?

The answer was typical for a dilemma:
-make a bomb, without corrosion problems,
- keep it so cool that no corrosion can happen.
The latter possibility was chosen by mechanica} and chemica} engineers.
The light water reactor (L.W.R.) came into being. Nuclear energy was
tamed in tons of solid U0 2 inside Zr jackets, and cooled off with water.
The basic temperature limits became the critica! point of H20 and the
melting point of uo2.
A little bit more courageous was the development of various types
of gas cooled reactors. The most successful up to now is the Gerrnan
THTR-300, in operation in Hamm [1]. The fuel pelletscan stand 2000 K
without leaking, and the heat is cooled away by high pressure helium gas.
These pellets are interesting. The technological experience of the
Arnhem KSTR reactor [2] was used for the fabrication of millions of
aerosol-grains, embedded in the graphite pellets. Each grain contains
enriched U0 2 with a lot of Th02. A pellet has an inside SiC mantle, as
well as an outer mantie of pyrolytic graphite. They are gas-tight up to
2000 K to prevent leakage of fission products. The THTR produces high
pressure He-gas at 1200 K, at 1000 MW therrnal. However
11 -

- in both types of nuclear reactors the flame has been extinguished
Efforts to produce energy by fusion of hydrogen isoto~s have
not come further than big research projects up to now. Cutham Joint
European Tok:amak (JET) is the most advanced installation. It aims at a
plasma of 108 K; 1o20 ions m-3 to be confined by a magnetic field of 3.5
Tesla during a few seconds. There is no gasmantie to proteet the wall.
The temperature of the Planck radiation is 300 K because it is a
thermodynamically "open" system. Neutral particles of keV kinetic
energy, as well as a large neutron flux erode the walt. JET is too small
for ignition of the nuclear flame, but
- if this flame gets power it might destroy the wal/.

There is another main line of fusion-research called inertial
confinement It tries to compress mm-size pellets of deuterium-ice
adiabatically by very intense laser beams (NOVA, Livermore), or by
Terra Watt ion beams (PBFA-11, Sandia) [3]. Miniaturisation by means
of giant installations! Quo-Vadis?
Summing up: we conclude that the first 35 years of the nuclear
era have been a reconnoitring time. The accidents of Three Miles Island
(T.M.I.) and Tsjernobyl have been a warning:

- 100 tons offissile material in one big reactor is a potential risk!
We need smaller, human size, nuclear reactors. Modules should be
produced in series like big aeroplanes, in a factory and not on-site. That
will decrease price and trouble enormously. Safety will get more
sophisticated and professional by series production. The future is with
high temperature technology.
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PERSPECTIVES IN THE NUCLEAR ERA
There are a few basic problems to be solved. A solution would
seem to be in contrad ietion with widely accepted rules in our present-day
technological era.

Big is not always better!
Large LWR's and Tokamaks are examples of the nuisance in
which one gets by sealing up.
a) building and preparation takes 7 to 10 years
b) ex pens es are of the order of$ 2.1 Q9
c) the hold-up of 100 tonsof fissile material is a potenrial danger
for meltdown
d) reprocessing of used fuel is a big task
e) the waste problem is bulky, which was not the intention in the
beginning
f) the degradation of nuclear energy to the level of boiling water
is ridiculous and inefficient.
Better try a new start from the basis of nuclear energy, with 200 Me V
per fission, and ask how we can use those giant energies in a more
efficient way than by tuming it into boiling water. We have to consider:
I.

A flame heated by nuclear power

Fissite gas can be heated to any temperature by less than 100 kg of
enriched UFn• n = 0 to 6, which is a factor 1000 less than in a LWR. It
faces us with corrosion and containment. The hot gas should be contained
by cool gas, protecting the wall with a non-penetrabie blanket. Gaseous
fuel has the trivial advantage that it cannot melt, and can be refreshed
continuously. Moreover, it shows a homogeneons burn up.

11.

The wall should be part of the chemical system
It should be stabilized by the temperature gradient inside the wall
13 -

material, more than only keeping the absolute temperature of the walt so
low that corrosion is prevented. Going to high temperatures unavoidably
will mean dynamic stabilization of the wall by an automatic feedback
system based on a self-adjusting temperature gradient.

lil.

Manipulation of nuclear flames

This will require the same techniques as used in fusiontechnology, using the magneto-hydrodynamic properties of hot, ionized,
plasmas. Energy conversion should happen as much as possible with
magneto-inductive methods, as well as with magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHDl flow.

IV.

Direct energy-conversion into laser beams

An energy generating hot gas, surrounded by fluorine containing,
cool gas, seems an ideal contiguration for the creation of big scale
temperature inversions in molecules in the cool boundary gas-layer near
the wall. The optical pumping of the molecular energy levels happens in
the same way as high temperature Xe-flash lamps pump the levels of C02
in the hu ge lasers of that type in Los Alamos. In a 10 Mega Watt nuclear
system it should be possible to extract 10 kiloWatt CW power laser beams
or more.

V.

Fuel saving and breeding

The need for natural uranium decreases with the same factor as
the conversion of heat into electricity increases. Each gas core reactor
working at high temperatures (T > 1o4 K) can easily double its neutron
production, whereas the plasma temperature increases much less. These
extra neutrons can be used for the breeding of fu239 or u233' using a
liquid salt mantle [28].

VI.

Fuel cycle and wastehandling

Gaseous fuel opens the possibility of cleaning by destillation, gas
chromatography or centrifugation, avoiding big wet-reprocessing plants.
- 14 -

As the fuels handled have the minimum number of kg's, also the
fission products will come available in minimized envelopes, eventually
weighing a factor 100 less than in the present day LWR fuel cycle.
Such minimized quantities should be removed from the earth's
biosphere by launching them to the sun.

VII. Proliferation
Working with medium-enriched fuel includes always a
proliferation hazard. It requires special precautions like shipping in
minor quantities. Use in mini-sized module reactors will probably
happen "on-call".
All these possibilities, tasks and questions have been apparent to
some scientists from the very beginning. In 1955 O.I. Bell publisbed his
first calculations [4] on UF6 gas as a fuel in a nuclear reactor. In 1959
l.K. Kikoin was the first to report about low power experiments with
UF6 gas as a fuel [5].
In the years '60 after Sputnik I, the main motivation became the
applicability of a nuclear plasma reactor for propulsion in space.
Megawatt power-sourees would be needed to produce hot roeket gases,
ejected from the nozzle, with a speed of 18000 m sec-1. To do this the
nuclear plasma should have a temperature between lo4 and lOS K. All
work on this subject came to an end in USA as well as in USSR in the
beginning of the years '70. Governments lost interest in this extreme
project. The man was on the moon.
The Russian work was summarized by V.M. Iyevlev in several
papers from 1971 to 1977 [6]. The NASA work waspresentedon a few
symposia between 1970 and 1972 [7] and in three review papers by R.T.
Schneider [8], F.C. Schwenk, Karlheinz Thom [9] and J.S. Kendali [ 10],
between 1974 and 1977. Never a nuclear-propulsed roeket has been
flying. The program was too early and the technology too difficult. Much
work had been done on high temperature physics, chemistry and
magnetohydrodynamics in the range (lo4 to lOS K; 0.1 to 10 MPa). But
- 15 -

the research groups evaporated and all know-how was lost. Only a few
tenacious hobbyists continued, spread over several places (Hartford,
Gainesville, Los Alamos).
This was the situation when we got, by pure chance, in contact
with a few former leaders of this program, in the NASA headquarters, in
Washington D.C. and heard for the first time about what had happened.
Then it was 1974.

THE GAS-CORE-FISSION-REACTOR (G.C.F.R.)
American activities ( 1974 -'86)
At the same time of our discovery of this interesting project a
small group in Gainesville, Florida, picked up the subject. Actually, R.T.
Schneider [8] had been one of the leaders of the NASA roeket propulsion
group. Their approach directed by Nils J. Diaz, worked on the
-eyaluation of a few types of UF6 fueled reactors [11] for 2500 MW
thermal energy production and gas temperatures of the order of
1200 K, very much resembling the H.T.G.R. reactors. These projects
were done together with Los Alamos Labs and the United Technology
Research Centre. About 1978 this program was evaluated by NASAP
and considered promising, except that the technology in and outside the
reactor was thought to be "unknown";
- two types ofpulsed reactors [12], fueled with UF6 +He gas (90% U235
and most helium gas). They calculated the output of a mechanical piston
engine (1 Herz) and of a G.C.F.R. steered by rotating neutron absorber
discs. Both machines should stay below 2000 K at pressures of about 5
MPa to avoid dissociation of UF6. The estimated output was about 5
MW electric. The work done by the group was primarily neutranies
andreactor physics. Hardly any chemistry was done.
In the beginning of the years '80 these programs stopped by lack of
funding, and only were taken up again in 1986.

- 16-

The Dutch activities
In 1974, unaware of the work in Florida, we recognized the
possibility to develop a small earth-bound nuclear reactor with unusual
characteristics. It should have a load of uranium-florides at an arbitrary
temperature. A real G.C.F.R. The big unknown was the chemical
containment and behaviour of such a gas*). Our only help from
American side were a few curves about the behaviour of pure UF6 as a
function of pressure and temperature [13]. A binary system. Nothing
about the ternary including carbon. In 1977 we had solved the problem
[14]. By means of a home-made computer program we had calculated the
equilibrium composition for an 18-component (U-C-F) system, with a
graphite wall in open contact with the gas. We found no carbide
formation. The wall could be preserved very welt in the range: 800 to
2800 K; 0.1 to 3.0 MPa.
The graphite walt was part ofthe total U-C-F system.

We had abandoned the traditional dogma that a wall should not
participate in the chemical system. At high temperatures one bas to live
with the corrosion phantom as an unavoidable parameter in the total
process, and actually try to master it by regulating pressure, temperature
and fluorine potential parameters (see Chapter IV of this thesis). Carbon
(graphite) seems to be a good wall materiaL lts vapour pressure is 1Q-5
torr at 2500 K, and its melting point is 4100 K. It can be made of high
tensite strength and its heat conductivity is the largest of all high
temperature materials.
The data baseforthese first computations was mainly traditional
(JAN AF etc.). Many data about uranium and plutonium compounds were
improved in 1986 and '87 when we got the help of the Matenals

*)At lhis critica! moment we got the immediate and effective help of the Nelhl.Min.Econ.Affairs, of
Dr. H. Chennin DSM, of Prof. H.N. Stein, Chem.Dept.T.Univ.Eindhoven, and ofhis briljant 23years old student MJ.P.C. Nieskens.
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Development Division of the Harweil Laboratories in Didcot. Dr. M.H.
Rand c.s. controlled and improved our results (see the list of references
sub. [ 15]). That is the reason that Chapters II and III of this thesis present
graphs which deviate somewhat from our first publications in 1978.
Two more differences since 1978 have to be mentioned:
- Eriksson's [16] SOLGASMIX computer program for chemica!
equilibria became available and proved to be an enormously suitable
facility to handle even 52 component gaseous systems (see Chapter 11
and III)
- modern computers in the SARA centre in Amsterdam made it possible
to do all this workin a relatively short time. We had permanently a
Cyber 750 computer at our disposal.
For the nuclear aspects of the G.C.F.R. we got the help of:
- Van Dam and Hoogenboom [17] of the IRI reactor Centre of the
Teehoical University of Delft. They made preliminary studies of the
neutron flux, statistics and critical densities in a G.C.F.R.
- Heyboer and Bustraan [18] of the ECN reactorcentrein Petten. They
gave a complete review of the material balance in an energy producing
G.C.F.R. by means of the OakRidge ORIGEN program. We got the
production of fis si on products as well as of the isotopic composition of
the actinides as a function of time. Kelling of UCN, Almelo, helped us
with the lay-out and functioning of continuons refreshment systems to
clean the G.C.F.R. gas from fission products, and recycle the actinides
[18]. Some results ofthat work are visible in Chapter III, together with
an evaluation of the chemica! properties of these complex gas mixtures.
Next to the corrosion problem there is another major problem in
a G.C.F.R. If energy is produced in the gas, then how does it reach the
wall? How can one extract the energy from a hot ( 10000 K) plasma in the
most effective way? How is the temperature distribution in the
gas-plasma of an energy producing G.C.F.R.? This problem will be
treated in Chapter V.
- 18 -

In the years '60 in USA as well as in the USSR the idea of a very
hot nuclear-rocket-flame got shape. At temperatures of Io4 or tOSKit
was apparent that a steep temperature gradient in a gas blanket,
contacting the wallof the container, would be necessary. The expected
gas densities at the wall ( 1800 K) were of the order of 1()26 molecules
per m 3, necessary for nuclear criticality in the flame. Such a gas was
predicted to be opaque for the Planck radiation being emitted by the hot
plasma core. For the first time we meet bere the idea of a gas blanket
protecting the wall against electromagnetic radiation emitted by the hot
core. The gas at the wallis essentially 1800 K, which is necessary to keep
corrosion under control and prevent condensation of UF4. Bombardment
by neutrons (1Q20 m-2 sec-1) and by gamma-rays is the sameasin LWR
reactor fuel-elements. Fission products are stopped in a gas layer of the
order of lQ-2 m thickness. Indeed this gas blanket protects the wall
effectively.
To realize this gas blanket we need a temperature gradient in the
boundary layer between 1o6 to 107 K m-1. Then 6000 Kis reached at a
few mm distance from the walt. With a wallload of 4 MW m-2 and a
gradient of 5 ·lo6 K m-1 weneed an effective heat conductivity of the gas
of 0.8 W m-1 K-1, which can only be realized with violent turbulence.
Both problems of opacity as well as of turbulence in fast moving
roeket gas, during ejection through a nozzle were major research tasks in
the USSR [19,20] as well as in the USA [21,22]. M. Stoenescu's
calculations came ciosest to our approach [23a]. Her temperature
distributions and those of Kerkdijk [23b] have been a guide for our work
presented in Chapter V.
The Dutch approach, since 1978, bas been straight forward and
simpte. In 1983 Van Dam and Hoogenboom [17] publisbed a first
approximation only based on energy transport by means of Planck
radiation. They assumed a pboton scattering cross section of 2.5 · lQ-21
m2 per molecule, based on the data of the American groups. We used the
same approach but included:
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- the influence of dissociation and ionization on the distribution of the
energy producing uranium atoms,
- the influence of laminar and conveetive heat transport on the
temperature distribution.
A parametrie study gave us some insight on the sensitivity of the
temperature distribution inside the G.C.F.R. for changes in the pboton
scattering cross section- as well as for conveelion in the gas blanke.t.
I

The real target of our work was to investigate the possibility to
extract energy from a super-critica} fission plasma in a dynamica!
system, resembling a Diesel-combustion engine. The designated piston
should be astrong magnetic field varying rather fast in time (50 or 100
Herz). Oor .approach is very different from Diaz' slow motion [12] piston
(1 Herz), as we try to use fusion-teehnology.
Por that purpose we analysed in Chapter VI the electrical
çonductivity of the reactor gas-plasma as a function of temperature and
fluorine-potential. Plasmas between 5000 and 15000 K are cool, which
means that the mobility of free electrons is determined by collisions with
neutral atoms [24]. Above 25000 K the collisions are ruled by Spitzer's
calculations [25], like in fusion plasmas. Below 6000 K free fluorine
atoms act as electron sweepers and rednee the electrical conductivity
enormously. That is the reason that in a magnetie-piston engine the cool
gas blanket should not be thicker than 5 mm. At 10000 K the electrical
conductivity permits to work with 100 Herz e.m.oscillator compressors.
There are several Russian publications [26] about these plasmas.
Chapter VII is about the e<Jllation of state of the G.C.F.R. gas. It is
the result of workin the preceding chapters. We give the (p,V) diagram
as a function of T between 2000 and 10000 K. The number of moles
increases withafactor 5 in that temperature trajectory. Moreover (cr/cv)
bas been calculated from basic thermodynamic relations and compared
with measured results of (crJcv) [27] and of ei>.
In this Introduetion we have only presented the philosophy of a
high temperature fission-based gas-core reactor. Practical solutions are
- 20-

not given in this thesis, perhaps with the exception of some calculations
on a local fuel cycle in Chapter III. There we consider the speed required
in a refreshment cycle to prevent condensation of fission-product
fluorides.
In Chapter VIII we indicate some practical problems to be studied
in the near future.
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OF THE SYSTEM U-C-F

ABSTRACT
The thermodynamic behaviour of the gaseous system U-C-F, in
equilibrium with a graphite wall, was investigated in the temperature
range 1500 K to 3000 K and for total pressures of 0.9 and 2.5 MPa. 1t
appears that a graphite wallof a gas-core fission reactor can he kept in
equilibrium with a gaseous mixture consisring mainly of UF5 • UF4 and
CF4 . Traces of lower valent CFn components are present. The relative
amounts of these three main components can be varied. Amounts ofCF4
above ....,. 3% enhance formation of UF5 . No uranium carbides are
formed.
The thermadynamie behaviour of the gaseous system U-C-F-eions was investigated in the temperature range 3000 K to 10000 K.
Jonization ofpure UF4 is about 3% at a temperature of 6000 Kandabout
JO% at a temperature of 10000 K.
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INTRODUCTION
The basic principles and operaring conditions of a gas-core fission
reactor, built up of graphite and using uranium fluoride as a fuel, are
treated in refs. [l] and [2] in which Kistemaker, Stein and Nieskens show
that the reactor can be operated at a pressure of 2.5 MPa with a feed
consisring of a mixture of about 70% UF4 and 30% CF4 . However,
recent calculations, which will be discussed below, show that the relative
amounts of UF4 and CF4 can be varied in a practical range from 7% to
30% ofCF4 .
By varying the amount ofCF4 we have the possibility to account
for:
a) fluorine deficiency; during the operation of the gas core fission
reactor actinides and fission products are formed which combine
with fluorine. These chemica! reactions may result in a fluorine
deficiency (see Chapter lil);
b) increasing the amount of CF4 increases the amount of UF5, decreases
the partial pressure of UF4 and consequently the temperature at
which UF4 may condenseon the wall;
c) higher amounts of CF4 decrease dissociation of uranium fluorides;
d) higher amounts of CF4 decrease the electron concentration;
The metbod applied for the computation is the free energy minimization
metbod using Eriksson's SOLGASMIX program [3-5].
Two systems are considered:
1) The gaseous system U-C-F in equilibrium with a graphite walt. In
this case we performed calculations in the temperature range 15003000 K, for pressures of 0.9 MPa and 2.5 MPa. We included the
possibility of condensation of UFn• n 3 to 6 and the possibility of
carbide formation.
2) The gaseous mixture U-C-F-e-ions. For this system equilibrium
compositions were calculated in the temperature range 3000 K to
10000 K for a pressure of 2.5 MP a..
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THERMODYNAMIC BASIS OF SOLGASMIX
To calculate the equilibrium compositions, Eriksson's ...SOLGASMIX... computer program was used. With this program it is possible to
calculate equilibrium compositions in systems containing one gaseous
phase, condensed mixtures and condensed phases of invariant or variabie
stoichiometry (i.e. the ratio of the elements present in asolid mixture is
calculated by the program, for example Fe 1_xS, Cu2 _yS, Fel-zO). The
program is actually designed to handle a maximum of 20 elements, 150
substances and mixtures, where the gas phase is considered to be a
mixture. Each substance is either a gas or condensed phase species, or a
memher of a condensed phase mixture. The program can handle non
ideal phases, provided that the activity coefficient relationships are
available. The thermodynamical model applied is the minimization of the
free energy of the system. The program has been used by other people
fora number of investigations [6]. Some examples are:
• chemical thermodynamics of iodine species in the HTGR,
• the stability of SiC based ceramics containing ZrO and other oxides,
• chemica) equilibrium for accident analysis in pressurized water
nuclear reactor systems.
Actually the program is used for planetary thermodynamic-calculations,
where about 150 species are involved.
For purposes of convenience, the basic equations are repeated here.

Basic equations
According to the laws of thermodynamics a system is in
equilibrium at a given temperature and pressure when its Gibbs free
energy is minimum. The total Gibbs free energy of a system can be
expressed as

GT = ~1 n·1 (0.l 0 + RT In a·)
1 '
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(1)

where GT = total Gibbs free energy
ni
mol es of species i
Gi0 = standard Gibbs free energy per mole of species i
R = ideal gas constant
T = absolute temperature
ai = activity of species i
Corresponding to the system investigated the term "activity" refers to:

Gaseous system
For a pure ideal gas at a pressure p
a = p/p0
p0 = standard pressure, normally 101.325 kPa
For an ideal gas mixture the activity is given by
ai= P/P 0

(2)

where Pi is the equilibrium pressure of species i.
Fora pure real gas the activity is given by
a= f/p 0 ,
where fis the fugacity.
The fugacity can be determined from the compression ratio C, which
describes the deviation of a gas from ideality. It is given by [21]
C= pV

nRT
The fugacity is then
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C(p,1)-1
} dp
0
p
Generally the fugacity is written as f ='Y p where 'Y = fugacity coefficient,
which approaches unity at very low pressures. Por a real gas mixture the
activity of species i is given by
f = p exp

P

J{

(4)
where Pi= equilibrium pressure of species i. Por an ideal gas mixture
'Yi = 1.

Condensed phase system
Por a mixture of condensed phases

(5)
where Pi partial pressure of species i above the condensed phase and Pi* is
the vapour pressure of pure species i. The approximation in this equation
is that the vapour phase behaves ideally. This approximation can be
removed by introducing the fugacity.
fiPi

ai=~

fi Pi

fi * = the fugacity of the pure species i at its vapour pressure Pi*·
Por an ideal solution Pi = ptxi, where xi is the mole fraction of
component i in the solution. Therefore, for ideal solutions ai = xi.
Deviation from ideality is given by ai = 'YiXi, 'Yi = activity coefficient.
Considering the various phases present in a system the total free
energy can be conveniently written as the dimensionless quantity GT/RT,
and assuming ideality
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q+s+l

+

L
p=q+2

~

2; npi (0°/RT)pi ,

(6)

i=l

where rnp = total nurnber of species in phase p,
P = total pressure,
NP = total nurnber of moles in phase p,
npi = nurnber of rnales of species i in phase p.
The phases are nurnbered consequently frorn p= 1 for the gaseaus phase
via p=2 to p=(q+l) for the solid and liquid mixtures, up top= (q+s+l)
for the last pure condensed phase. The constraint that the rnasses of all
elernents must be conserved is provided by the subsidiary relationship:
(7)

where Apij = coefficient of elernentj of species i in phase p
bj = grarnatorns of element j.
The minimum total Gibbs free energy is calculated by solving the
above set of equations using Lagrange's methad of undeterrnined
multipliers and Taylor expansions, neglecting terrns invalving
derivatives of second and higher orders. The activity coefficient Ypi• of
species i in phase p can be introduced in the calculations for the purpose
of including deviations frorn ideality.
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TABLEI
References of the thermodynamic data of the uranium, fluorine and carbon compounds
used in this work.
Species

Reference Remarks

Graphite

[7]
[8]

Oases C 1 to C7

[9]

Fluorine F1,F2
Uranium (solid, liquid and gas)
Carbon fluorides

[11]

Uranium fluorides
Gaseous species UF0 , n=l,6
UF0 , n=1,6

[10]

Thermal functions
Standard enthalpies of formation

[10]
[1 0]

[12]

U2F10
Condensed phases UF3, UF4, UF6
UF3, UF4, UF6
UF5 (p,a., Q.)

Thermal functions
Standard enthalpies of formation

[13]
[10]

[12]
[12]
[10]

Thermal functions
Standard enthalpies of formation
Standard enthalpy of formation
of UF5(a.) and UFs(~)
Heat capacity and enthalphy of
melting

Uranium carbides
Condensed phases UC(s, Q.),

Ionic species

U2C3(s, Q.)
UCI,9(s,Q.)
c+,c2+,c-,Cf
p-

[13]

[7]
[15]
[10]

u+
[10]
cp+,cp2+,cp3+ [161
Uranium fluoride ions
[10]

Adjusted by [13].

looization potentials, and electron affinities. The values for the
enthalpies of formation were
adjusted by [13] to correspond
with the neutral species.
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TABLEII
Standard heat of formation and enthropy of uranium and carbon fluorine compounds.

Gaseaus species

~98

5

öHf298
'

in loS jlmole

j/mole

c

7.166817

157.989

c2

8.334528

199.368

c3

c4
cs
c6
c7
F

8.447496

239.618

10.22151

252.839

10.43490

267.818

12.73191

308.779

13.52269

334.176

0.793801

158.640
202.685

F2

0.00000

u

5.313680

199.678

CF

2.440710

212.922

CFz

-1.800000

240.729

CF3
CF4

-4.720000

264.406

-9.332000

261.342

c2F

3.53855

230.921

CzF2

-1.446590

249.454

C2F3

-2.281750

297.527

C2F4

-6.595000

300.013

C2F5

C2F6
UC2

350.027

-8.960000
-13.44000

332.342

7.250000

276.047

UF

-0.452500

251.692

UF2

-5.330370

315.697

UF3

-10.54639

347.317

UF4

-15.99838

363.063
386.228

UF5

-19.20000

UF6

-21.47438

376.573

u2Fw

-40.0000

602.199
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T ABLE 11 (continued)
Condensed species

~H~298

8

in 1o5 jlmole

jlmole

~98

c

0.0000

5.740

u

0.0000

50.200

uc

-0.97906
-1.832590

137.779

-0.853549

71.044

U2C3
uc1. 9
UF3
UF4
UF5
UF6
lons in the gas phase
c+
c2+
u+
cp+
CF2 +
CF3+
UF+
UF2 +

59.204

-15.0206

123.400

-19.1418

151.670
179.500

-20.83214
-21.97018

227.819
154.551

18.09447
20.04781

204.066
201.374
201.393

11.35787
11.38275
9.43797
4.19192
5.610619
0.7244517

246.655
254.416
251.732
313.884

-2.784260
-6.352200

338.177
360.982

-8.237940
5.876470

380.513

c-

c2p-

4.807500
-2.551479

196.487
145.465

UF3+
up4+
UF5 +

151.274

up-

-1.516780

250.884

up2-

-6.782330

303.799

up3UF4UF5UF6e

-11.80121
-17.22015
-22.59607
-26.9010

349.130
372.203
388.362
392.758

0.0000

20.854
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Operational features of SOLGASMIX
A subroutine named SPEQUA is provided for calculating
quantities which can be derived from the equilibrium compositions.
The input file to the program consists of
1) a specification of the number of gaseaus mixtures, of pure condensed
phases and condensed mixtures present in the system,
2) a matrix A(i,j) containing the number of atoms of element j, occurring in component i for every phase p (eqn. (7)),
3) the thermodynamic data, which can be given:
a) either in the form of standard entropy and heat of formation, i.e.
so and &1°
and temperature dependent specific heats
298

f,298

()5/T2 + D · 10-6 · T2 +

CP = A + B · 10-3 · T + C · 1

+ E · 109/T3 + F · 102/..JT

(8)

In this case the Gibbs free energies for every species are calculated according to the equation

(9)
where
T

fiO(T) = H

0

298

+ J CP dT

(10)

298
T

0

0

S (T) = S

298

I

+
CJr dT
298 P'-

(11)

b) or in the form of temperature dependent free energies of formation
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t\Gr0

=

NT + B + C · T + D · T2 + E · T3 +
+ F · T4 + G · T5 + H · T · log (T)

4)

(12)

A specification of the species initially present in the system and the
temperature and pressure of reaction.

References and thermodynamic data are presented in Tables I, Il, 111
and IV.

TABLE 111
Dissociation energies of uranium and carbon fluorides at 298 K
Species
UF6
UF5
UF4
UF3
UFz
UF

~UF5 +F

CF4
CF3
CFz
CF

~CF3+F

~UF4+F
~UF3+F
~UFz+F
~UF+F
~U+F

~CFz+F
~CF+F

~C+F

Diss.En. in eV

Ref.

2.85
4.47
6.48
6.53
5.96
6.88
5.68
3.84
5.40
5.65

[17]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[19]
[19]
[19]
[19]
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TABLE IV

Ionization energies of uranium and carbon
fluorides at 298 K
Ioniz.En.
ineV

Ref.

Species

El.Aff.
ineV

Ref.

14.0

[18]

UF

1.0

[10]

11.28

[18]

UFÏ

1.4

[10]

+C

9.51

[18]

UF3

1.2

[10]

+C

7.05

[17]

UF4

1.2

[10]

Species

+

UF6

~UF6

UF5

~UFs +C

UF4

+e

+

+

~UF4

+

Electron affinities of some
negative ions

UF3

~uF 3

UF2

~UF2

+C

6.2

[17]

UFs

3.5

[10]

UF

~uF+ +C

6.0

[17]

UF6

5.6

[10]

u

~u+

6.2

[18]

c

1.25

[19]

6.1

[17]

F

3.45

[19]

+C

16.3

[18]

ei

4.0

(19]

+C

14.7

[18]

CF4
CF3

+

+C

+

~CF4

+

~CF3

+

CF2

~CF2

+C

11.7

[18]

CF

~CF+ +C

13.8

[18]

c

~c+ +e

10.5

[18]
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EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS OF THE GASLAVER
NEAR THE WALL
Fluorine potential
As a result of the chemical reactions involved, dissociation and
ionization of uranium fluorine compounds is dependent on the amount of
CF4 present in the mixture. Wedefine as fluorine potential the number of
gramatoms of fluorine, divided by the number of gramatoms of actinides
present in the gaseous mixture. If the initial hold-up consists only of n
moles of UF4 and .m moles of CF4 the fluorine potential FP will he given
by the relation
4(n+m)

(13)

FP=--n

However, inside the reactor, an equilibrium is established between the
gaseous mixture and the graphite wall. Consequently, various lower
valent uranium and carbon fluorine compounds are formed, as well as
UF5 and dimers like C 2F2 and U2F 10. This equilibrium composition is
temperature and pressure dependent Moreover, it depends on the initial
fluorine potential of the gaseous mixture, as will he discussed below.

Vapour pressure
The vapour pressure curves of uranium-pentafluoride uraniumtetrafluoride and uranium-trifluoride are given in Fig. 1. They are
calculated from the Gibbs free energy function of the condensed and gas
phase according to the relation

G°CI) cond - G0 CI) g

log p(T) = ----------:--R ·T·ln 10
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(14)

log P
atm

logP
MPa

5

4

o

-=-=---=~--;=~-~=u~,eq
UF5 ,eq

0

-5

-5

-9

-10

1000

1500

2000
2500
Temperature K

3000

Figure 1
Vapour pressure curve of uranium-pentafluoride, uranium-tetrafluoride and
uranium- trifluoride:
calculated values from the free energy function (eqn. (14));
equilibrium pressure at a total pressure of 2.5 MPa;
- equilibrium pressure at a total pressure of 0.9 MPa.

As in ref. [ 12] no experimental vapour pressure curves were reported for
UF4 and UF3 they are omitted here too. The melting points of UF4 and
UF5 are
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Gaseous system U-C-F in equilibrium with a graphite
wan
In order to check the possibility of operation with various
amounts of CF4 in the hold-up we performed calculations with fluorine
potentials in the range of 4.0 to 5.7. We always considered that the
graphite wall is in equilibrium with the gaseous mixture which it
contains. We found that for low fluorine potentials, i.e. FP 4.0 to 4.2
the gaseous system in equilibrium with the graphite wall contains a
mixture of lower valent CmFn compounds (m = 1,2; n s:. 4). However,
above a fluorine potenrial of about 4.6 the main component is CF4 ; small
amounts of CF2 and C2F2 are present too.
In Fig. 2 we give the main components present in the
equilibrium composition as a function of the fluorine potenriaL
In Fig. 3 we give the corresponding gramatoms of carbon per
gramatom of uranium for two temperatures: 2000 K and 2500 K. This is
actually the ratio C/U as it occurs in the gaseous mixture in equilibrium
with the graphite wall. Both atoms are present as molecular compounds
ofF.
In Fig. 4 we give the equilibrium composition of the system
U-C-F in equilibrium with a graphite wall fora fluorine potenrial of 5.7
(about 20% CF4 ) (only major components). We considered a temperature range of 1500 K to 3000 K and total pressures of 0.9 and 2.5 MPa.
The condensation ofUF4 starts at temperatures of 1650 Kandof,..., 1850
K for parrial pressures of 0.04 and 0.38 MPa respectively.
The slight maximum obtained in the CF4 curve originates from
the strong dissociation of UF5 in this temperature range. Part of the free
fluorine combines with the carbon of the wall to give CF4. In Fig. 3 we
see the corresponding increase in the (C/U) ratio. At temperatures above
2500 K CF4 starts to dissociate.
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Mole fraction

Figure 2
Equilibrium composition of
the gaseous system U-C-F as
a function of the fluorine
potential. T 2500 K; P =
2.5 MPa.

Major components

0.8

0.6

0.4

4

Figure 3
The ratio C/U (in gramatoms)
as a function of the fluorine
potentiaL

5
6
Fluorine potential

c

IT
0.3

Fluorine potential
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Figure 4a

Mole froction
1
'""'U F4 (cl

P = 0.9 MPa. UF4(c) is the
number of moles condensed
relative to the total number of
moles UF4 in the system.
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\
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\

I
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Figure 4b
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Temperature K
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3500·

Condensation point
As mentioned in the introduetion the condensation of the UF4
fraction is dependent on the fluorine potential of the gaseous mixture. We
define as "condensation point" the temperature at which condensation of
the corresponding species begins.
In Fig. 5 we give the condensation temperature of UF4 as a
function of the fluorine potential. At higher FP the partial pressure of
UF4 decreases (because of formation of UF5 ) and therefore also its
condensation point.
Condensation
point K
2050

2000

Figure 5
Condensation point of the
UF4 fraction as a tunetion of
the fluorine potential. Total
pressure: 2.5 MPa. Accuracy
of the calculation is 5 K.

1950

1900

5.0
Fluorine potentiel
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EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION OF THE GAS IN THE
BULK OF THE REACTOR
Equilibrium compositions were calculated in the temperature
range 3000 K to 10000 K for 2.5 MPa and for fluorine potentials in the
range of 4.0 to 5.7. Denoting by (UFn)init.the number of uranium
fluorine molecules of species n, which are initially present in the system
andby

the number of positive uranium ions which are present in the system at a
temperature T, we obtain the degree of ionization for positive ions
(15)

In Fig. 6 the equilibria are given fora pressure of 2.5 MPa; FP = 5.7.
The ratio of gramatoms available is U: C: F = 0.7:0.18: 4.0, which is in
equilibrium with the graphite wallat 2000 K (see Figure 3).
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Mole fraction
F

0.8

0.6
Figure 6a
Equilibrium composition of
the system U-C-F-e-ions at

0.4

P = 2.5 MPa and FP

5.7. These compositions are
to be found at distances of
5 mm from the graphite wall
or more, in the bulk of the
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reactor gas.
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Figure 6b
Equilibrium composition of

00 L.

the system U-C-F-e-ions at P
=

2.5 MPa and FP = 5.7.
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0.02

charged species.

2000
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4000

6000
8000
10000
Temperature K ·

DISSOCIATION AND IONIZATION
In order to see the increase in the number of particles with
dissociation and ionization, we give in Fig. 7a the normalized number of
particles as a tunetion of the temperature. In Fig. 7b we give the relative
number of uranium particles as a tunetion of the temperature. The curves
are given fora fluorine potential of 4.7 and 5.7. Denote by [U(T)] the
molefraction of uranium particles at a temperature Tand by [Utotl the
total molefraction of uranium particles in the reactor. In Fig. 8 we give
the ratio [U(T)] I [Utotl as a tunetion of temperature for the two fluorine
potentials. The fluorine potential of 4.7 is about the lowest value at which
no condensation of UF4 occurs {at a temperature of 2000 K).
UIT)

U (2000Kl

N(T)

N (2000Kl
7
F p 1...7

6

0.6

5

2000

l.OOO

6000

8000

10000

Temperature K

2000

l.OOO
6000
8000
Temperature K

10000

Figure 7a and 7b
Normalized number of moles, resp. of free uranium atoms as a function of the
temperature at 2.5 MPa.
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In Table V we give the degree of ionization of uranium fluorine
compounds as a function of temperature for fluorine potentials of 4. 7 and
5.7. In Table VI we give the charged partiele densities in the temperature
range 4000 K to 15000 K Results are given again for fluorine potentials
of 4.7 and 5.7.

TABLEV
Degree of ionization for positive uranium fluorine ions

6

L

6
(UFn(T)t /

n=O

L

Temperature
K

3000
4000

6000
8000
10000

(UFn)init. at 2.5 MPa

n=O
Fluorine potentlal
4.7

5.7

6.25 ·
8.39 ·

w-6
w-5
3.16 · w-2

6.18 ·

2.31 · w-1
5.05 · w- 1

w- 1
5.37 · w- 1
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w-6
s.36 · w-5
3.58 · w-2

2.52 ·

TABLE VI
Densities of ions as a function of temperature in 1fi22 particles iii3. Total pressure is

2.5 MPa. Fluorine potentlal is 5.7 and 4.7 (number between ( )).
Species

4000K

6000K

8000K

10000K

12000K

ISOOOK

150
(175)

(165)

+

:EUFn
n
n= 2;3;4

0.15
(0.23)

24

0;1;2;3;4

(29)
83

0;1;2

(92)

130
(150)

0;1

140

:EuFm
m
m=5;6

0.11
(0.17)
0.45
(0.70)

2;3;4;5
CF

c

+

+

0.009
(0.001)

c

0.020
(0.004)
0.080

c2

0.040
(0.006)
0.003

0.03

2
(0)
0.01

3.0
(3.5)
125
(145)

1.2
(1.4)
150
(175)

13
(2)

{0.002)

F
e

0.06
(0.06)
0.0009
(0.0013)

13.0
(14.5)
11.0
(13.0)

9.0
(10.0)
75
(82.5)

FP=5.7correspondswilhF: U: C~4.0: 0.7:0.18
FP = 4.7 OO!Tesponds wilh F : U : C = 3.3 : 0.7 : 0.02 (see numbers between { ) ).
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0.3
(0.4)
155
(170)

DISCUSSION
The equilibrium compositions calculated are very sensitive to the
thermodynamic data used. A change of 5 to 10% in the free energy of
formation may result in quite different equilibrium compositions.
During the last three years new thermadynamie data were published on uranium fluorine compounds. Therefore the equilibrium
compositions calculated previously [1], [2], [14] were recalculated. The
new values for the Gibbs free energies ofUF5 and UF6 areabout 8-10%
lower than the ones used previously. That is why the equilibrium
compositions obtained differ considerably; while previously practically
no UF5 was obtained (fora mixture with a fluorine potenrial of 5.7),
actually now it is the main component in the temperature range ""'1800 K
to "' 2500 K.
A gaseaus mixture of uranium fluorine compounds in equilibrium
with a graphite wall always contains traces of carbon fluorine
compounds. The species present are dependent on the fluorine potenriaL
Up toa fluorine potenrial of about 4.6 the compounds present are lower
carbon fluorides (CF, CF2 , C2F 2); above a fluorine potenrial of 4.6
mainly CF4 and traces of CF2 and C2F2 are obtained.
From Fig. 2 we see that a fluorine potenrial above 5 should be
preferred from a point of view of uranium fluorine compounds which
are formed. For these fluorine potentials we obtain the highest amount of
UF 5 . Consequently, the parrial pressure of UF4 is kept low and its
condensation is retarded.
A gaseous mixture of U-C-F can be kept in equilibrium with a
graphite wall for various amounts of CF4 in the gas phase. From an
operational point of view, if the wall temperature is about 2000 K, a
mixture consisring ofCF4 in amounts of 3% to 20% and (UF5 + UF4 ) in
amounts of 97% to 80% is preferable. Decreasing the amounts of CF4
below 2.5% causes condensarion of UF4 at 2000 K and at a total pressure
of2.5MPa.
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In Table V we see the following remarkable effect.
The degree of ionization for positive uranium fluorine ions, as
defined by equation (15) is lower fora fluorine potential of 4.7 than fora
fluorine potential of 5.7 above 4200 K. This is explained by the
formation of more negative uranium fluorine ions for lower fluorine
potential.
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INFLUENCE OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND
OF ACTINIDES ON THE CHEMICAL
ASPECTS OF A G.C.F.R.

ABSTRACT
The fuel composition of an operating gas-core fission reactor was
calculatedfor running times up to JO years. Some aspectsof a minifuel
cycle basedon an energy production of 50 MWth and a refreshment time
of200 hours are illustrated. The composition of the reactor gas, viz. the
main system U-C-F, tagether with Pu and the most abundant fission
products, i.e. La, Sr, Ba and Zr, in equilibrium with a graphite wall, was
estimated in the temperature range 1500 K to 3000 K and for a total
pressure of 2.5 MPa. The condensation of fissionproduct fluorides,
which might be a determining factor in the refreshment time of such a
reactor, is discussed. In the actual system the refreshment time might be
governed by the time that SrF2 tends to condense. The formation of
plutonium fluorides was investigated, too. lts main fluorine compound
formed is PuF4 . From a thermadynamie point of view this component
can easily be recycled with UF4 .
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INTRODUCTION AND FUEL-CYCLE
The thermadynamie behaviour of the gaseous system U-C-F in
equilibrium with a graphite wall has been discussed in Chapter 11.
However, during the operation of the reactor nuclear processes occur. As
a consequence of these processes fission products and actinides are
formed and the fuel composition changes. In Fig. 1 we give an illustrative
block diagram of the fuel cycle based on an energy production of 50
MWth, a hold-up of 28 kg U (30% enriched) and a refreshment time of
200 hours, which means that the total fuel content of the reactor is
cleaned once in 200 hours, continuously. So what we will call the
refreshment time always means the mean residence time of the gas in the
reactor. In the separator the heavy components (i.e. the actinide
fluorides) are separated from the light ones, i.e. CF4 and fissionproduct
fluorides. The actinide fluorides return to the reactor through the
reprocessing units where the fissioned u235 is replenished. In this way an
inventory of actinides builds up during the operation.
The light fraction emitted by the separator flows to the purifier
where CF4 is separated from the fission product fluorides. CF4 is
recycled to the reactor, while the fission products are extracted as waste.
After 200 hours the quantity of fission products extracted is equal to the
quantity formed. The fuel composition as a function of the operating
time, ranging from 50 h to 10 years, as well as the inventory of the
fission products were calculated by applying the "ORIGEN" computer
program [1]. The relative abundances of the main fission products as
obtained for a refreshment time of 200 hours were used in our
thermadynamie equilibrium calculations. For the samepurpose we used
the relative abundances of the main fuel components at the end of an
operation time of 5 years.
From the fission products we selected some typical ones with
regard to their relative abundances. Different from a LWR, the refreshment time of the fuel was chosen such that it might only be determined by
the possibility of condensation of one of the fluorides of the fission
- 55
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28 Kg U (30%)
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Cfï

f Make-up

4.2 x 10

moles/sec

Cfi:

Figure 1
Quantitative block diagram of a minifuel cycle. Refreshment time: 200 h.
Amount of fission products is 6.2 x 1o-4 gis.
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products. We assume in this chapter that no condensation is wanted.
Therefore the partial pressures should preferably not rise above the
vapour pressures. Consequently their concentrations should remain
small, below 1.7% of the uranium inventory. Therefore they have hardly
any influence on the neutron economy of this type of reactor.
Applying thermodynamic data, available in the literature, we
calculated equilibrium compositions for the system U-C-F-Pu-Sr-Ba-LaZr fora total pressure of 2.5 MPa, fora fluorine potential of 5.7 and a
temperature range of 1500 K to 3000 K, which typically corresponds
with the conditions in the gaslayer in direct contact with the walt. In
Chapter IV we show that the chemical equilibria happen on a time scale
of w-8 sec. Mixing by diffusion and conveerion between bulk and
boundary gaslayer happens on a much slower time scale. We also
performed calculations fora total pressure of 2.5 MPa fora temperature
of 2500 K and for varying fluorine potentials from 4.5 to 5.7. The
method applied for the computation is the free energy minimization
metbod using Eriksson's SOLGASMIX computer program (Chapter II).
From the results of these calculations we deduced type and
concentrations of the fluorine compounds which were formed by Pu and
the fission products. We also calculated the amount of carbon in these
gaseous mixtures in equilibrium with the graphite wall, when fission
products and plutonium fluorides are present Camparing these values
with the results presented in Chapter II we could estimate the chemica!
influence of the nuclear processes on the stability of the graphite wall
during the operation of the reactor.
We found that the refreshment time is governed by the
condensation of SrF2 .The formation of fission product fluorine
compounds decreases the amount of carbon present in the gaseaus
mixture by about 5%. Besides the carbon content, we found that after
operation of 200 hours the fission products have hardly any influence on
the equilibrium composition of the gaseous mixture.
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MATEMATIDCAL MODEL OF ORIGEN
The general expression used in the ORIGEN [1] computer
program for the formation and disappearance of a nuclide by nuclear
transmulation and radioactive decay is given by:

where

Xf

= atom density of a nuclide i in number of atoms per m3•

Àt = radioactive disintegration constant for a nuclide i in sec·l,
ai

= spectrum-averaged neutron absorption cross section of

nuclide i in m2,
li/ik are the fractions of radioactive disintegration and neutron
absorption by other nuclides which lead to the formation of
species i,
j:ti and k;éi,
ëj) = the position- and energy-averaged neutron flux (m-2 sec-1).
If the neutron flux is considered to be constant over short time intervals
the set of equations ( 1) may be written in matrix notation:

(2)
with the solution:

X=
X(O) exp (At)
"'-~
~
~

-

(3)

where X(O) is a vector of initial atom densitiês
A
;::::;

is a transition matrix containing the rate coefficient for
radioactive decay and neutron capture.
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If the function exp(A..!) is known, then the solution of the nuclide chain
......

equation is readily obtained.
If the program is applied to a reactor operating with feed and
drain, these parameters are introduced in the terms (dXi/dt) and
(À; + ~cri) respectively.
The neutron flux q, may be related to the specific power and to the
fuel composition at a fixed time by the equation:
(4)

!:r

specific power in MW per unit of foei,
the macroscopie fission cross sec ti on in m2 per unit of foei,

'L =
""1

~
N-(t)
O"f,1·
I
1

where P

(5)

Ni = number of atoms i in a unit of fuel,
cross section for fission of isotope i (spectrum averaged) in
m2 per atom,
q,
instantaneous neutron flux in neutrons m-2 sec-1,
3.20·10-11 Joules per fission. This corresponds with 200
K
Me V per fission, a generally used value which is very close
to the value for u235.
In order to start the computations, the initial fuel composition at time
t = 0 and the specific power that the fuel must produce during a eertaio
time interval (t, t + dt), have to be known.
The initial fuel composition considered in our work is given in
Table IV. As an example we considered a specific power of 2000 MWth
per ton U.
For calculation of the required cross sections of the actinides, the
reactor neutron-spectrum as calculated by Van Dam and iloogenboom
[2,3] was used. They used an effective neutron temperature in the thermal
region of about 1300 K The method applied for the calculation of the
cross sections and the results obtained are given in ref. [4].
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THERMODYNAMIC DATA
The thermodynamic data used for the calculation of the uranium
and fluorine compounds have been discussed in Chapter II. References of
the thermodynamic data used for the fission products and plutonium
compounds are given in Table I of this chapter. The heats of formation
are given in Table 11.

Tablel

References for thermodynamic data of some fission products, of plutonium and of the
corresponding fluorides.

~

Ref.

ElemenJs

Lanthanum
Strontium
Barium
Zirconium
Plutonium

Spec1es

Ref.

R~markli

[7]

Free energy function
Heat of sublimation ofLaF3

Gaseous fluorides

[5]
[5]
[5]
[5]
[6]

LaFn, n=1,3

[8]

SrF, SrF2
BaF, BaF2

[9]

ZrF4
PuF3
PuF4

[10]

PuF6

[13]

[9]
[11]
[12]

Standard heat of formation and
entropy. Specific heat relative
to UF4 as a standard

Condensed fluorides

LaF3

[14]

[15]
SrF, SrF2
BaF, BaF2

[9]
[9]
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Free energy function
Heat of formation of LaF3 (c)

Table II

Standard heats of formation and entropies of some fission produets
and plutonium fluorides.
Gaseous species

0

0

mf398

s298

in

Joules/mole

10

Joules/mole

Monofluorides
BaF
SrF
LaF

-3.22168
-2.94554
-1.58992 (NdF)

246.10
239.83
238.48

-8.03746
-7.66090
-6.90360 (NdF2)

301.16
291.58
287.64

Difluorides
BaF2
SrF2
LaF2

Trifluorides
LaF3
PuF3

-16.5686
-11.3152

307.89
336.14

-16.7360
-14.7277

319.24
382.83

-18.1167

369.07

-11.72043
-12.17125
-11.71294
-12.08758

109.45
82.13
121.25
96.40

-15.85736
-16.56864

126.11
128.80

-19.11251
-18.46399

104.70
147.24

Tetrajluorides
ZrF4
PuF4

11exafluorides
PuF6

Difluorides
SrF2 (l)
SrF2 (er)
Baf2 (l)
BaF2 (er)

Trifluorides
PuF3 (er)
LaF3 (er)

Tetrqfluorides
ZrF4 (er)
PuF4 (er)
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FUEL COMPOSITIONS AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
In the calculations performed for the gas-core fission reactor, it
was assumed that the gaseous hold-up is recycled and replenished. A
meao residence time of 200 hours {refreshment time) was assumed. In
order to simulate the practical operation of the reactor, the program was
applied considering a constant tbermal power {eq. {4)). So the
neutron flux cp was a slowly varying function of time. B y a proper choice
of the initial enrichment, the feed rate of fresh fuel and the drain rate of
used fuel, the change in reactivity in the course of years of operation can
be kept at a low value. In practice the aim will be to keep the nuclear
activity as constant as possible.
Fora hold-up consisring initially of0.167% u234, 30% U235 ànd
69.833% u238 {weight percents) the reaction rates are govemed by:
a) fission of each of the isotopes,
b) formation of u235, u236, Pu239 and other actinides-isotopes.
Because of the nuclear processes involved, the inventory of the reactor
changes during operation. Fuel compositions were calculated for running
times ranging from 50 hours tilllO years. The inventory of the fission
products corresponding with a refreshment time of 200 hours is given in
Table lil. As an illustration, the initial fuel composition and the fuel
composition obtained after 5 years of operation and continuous recycling
are given in Table IV.
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Table III
Inventory of the most abundant fission products in case of a refreshment time of
200 hours. Constant reactivity 50 MWth.
Element and
atomie weight

For the element
Quantity of
vapour presfission pro- boiling
duet in grams point in
sure at 2500 K
Kelvin
in Torr

For fue molecule
molecule

boiling
point in
Kelvin

Br

79.0

0.33

330

gas

Br2

330

Kr

83.7

6.13

120

gas

Kr

120

Rb

85.5

Sr

87.6

5.71
24.1

960

gas

RbF

1700

1650

gas

2760

.... w

SrF2
YF3
ZrF4
NbF 5

1179

y

88.9

10.5

3000

Zr

91.2

55

4600

10-2

4950

10-5

Nb

0.63

92.9

1660
500

Mo

96.0

36.7

4900

w-3

Tc

99.0

6.8

5150

10-3

MoF4
?

Ru

101.7

27.7

4200

10-2

RuF 5

520

Sn

118.7

0.4

2550

102

SnF4

1000

Sb

121.8

0.3

1950

103

SbF3 5

Te

127.6

1260

high

10

J

126.9

9.7

457

gas

Xe

131.3

67.5

166

gas

Cs

132.9

21.4

960

Ba

137.4

30.9

La

138.9

18.6

Ce

140.1

Pr

140.9

Nd

Pm

500
660

J2
Xe

457

high

CsF

1520

1910

high

3700

"'2

BaF2
LaF3

-2500

49.6

3450

"'1

CeF3

2570

12.0

3450

. . . zo

?

144.3

31.8

3450

-10

NdF3

145.0

2.6

3200

-50

?

Total uiventory of fission
products
""438 grams

1l

'
TeF4

?
?

sublimation point
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166
2410

?
2570
?

1t

TableiV

Fuel composition as a function of operating time*>
Fuel composition I kg
Nuclide

u

u

Initial

After 5 years of
operational recycling

0.05
8.5

234
235
236
237
238

19

0.19
10.70
9.80
0.04
10.31

total

27.55

31.04

==========================================================

Np 237
238
239

0.96
0.01
0.01

Np total

0.98

Pu 238
239
240
241
242

0.51
0.16
0.33
0.07
0.22

Pu total

1.29

Am243

0.09

==========================================================

==========================================================

Cm244
245
246

0.14

Cm total

·0.16

0.01
0.01

==========================================================
*> A specific power of 2000 MWth per ton U of this initia! composition corresponds
with 55 MWth insteadof the 50 MWth which we always assume in this thesis.
The difference influences not essentially the fuel composition as given in this
table. However the quantities of material handled in the fuel cycle in this chapter
areabout 10% too high (remarked by R.J. Heyboer).
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ABOUT THE VAPOUR PRESSURES
The vapour pressure curves of PuF4 , PuF3 , SrF2 and LaF3 are
given in Fig. 2. All the vapour pressure curves were calculated from the
corresponding Gibbs free energiesof the gaseous and condensed phases.
We assume that the gas phase behaves ideally. This assumption will be
discussed in the Appendix of Chapter VII. Measured values, if available,
are given too. The Gibbs free energies of PuF4 are assessed according to
the references given in Table I. Because of the unreliable data the vapour
pressure curve is given only till 2000 K. However, its partial pressure
remains a factor ten below its vapour pressure. No condensation of PuF4
will take place at a wall temperature of 2000 K.
The equilibrium pressure curves of SrF2 , BaF2 , LaF3 are given
for a total pressure of 2.5 MPa and a refreshment time of 200 hours at
50 MWth. The equilibrium curves of PuF3 and PuF4 correspond with
continuous recycling and operation during 5 years (Fig. 1). In case of
200 hours a wall temperature of 2000 K would be needed to prevent
PuF 3 and LaF3 from condensation; SrF2 would even need 2150 K wall
(surface) temperature (see Table V).
As it is unlikely that a G.C.F.R. will work at these high surface
temperatures, these results mean that either
- the gas must be cleaned (refreshed) every one hour ("' 100 cm3 of gas
at 2000 K; 2.5 MPa per second, to betaken directly from the reactor),
or
- one bas to permit condensation in a limited number of cooled waste
pockets.
In the first case the reactor can run continuously during a few
years, and in the second case it bas to be replaced by another module
reactor, say every half year on call. A module reactor of less than 100
MWth power should be transported by truck.
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Figure 2
Vapour pressure as a function of temperature.
calculated vapour pressure curve from the Gibbs free energy
(Eq.(14), Chapter II) basic data from Table I;
partial pressures of the fission products at a total pressure of 2.5
MPa, at 50 MWih and 200 hours refreshment time; the partial
pressures of PuF4 and PuF3 refer to 5 years recycling.
A-A-A vapour pressure of PuF3 measured value [ 11];
o
vapour pressure ofBaF2; measured value [16];
x
vapour pressure of SrF2; measured value [16];
D
vapour pressure of LaF3; measured value [17].
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INFLUENCE OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND
ACTINIDES ON THE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIA
About the Fluorine Potential (FP)
In the previous chapter we defined the fluorine potential for the
initial hold-up of the reactor. However, as discussed above, during
operational recycling fission products and actinides are formed.
Therefore, for our system, the definition changes into:

FP=
where N(Xj)
F(Xj)
N(U)
N(Pu)

(6)

N(U) + N(Pu)
number of moles of species i
number of fluorine atoms in species i
= number of gramatoms of uranium.
= number of gramatoms of plutonium.
=

Equilibrium compositions near the wall
Calculations were performed for the system U-C-F-fission
products after 200 hours of operation without recycling and for the
system U-C-F-Pu-fission products after 5 years of recycling with
refreshment.

a) lnfluence of the flssion products
We considered the possibility of condensation of certain species.
Therefore, calculating the equilibrium compositions, we considered a
gaseous mixture and several condensed species. The following species
were added to the U-C-F system of Chapter II:
LaFn : n = 0 - 3
SrFn : n = 0 - 2
BaFn: n 0-2
ZrFn: n Oand4
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As the relative amount of fission products is small, they have no influence
on the thermodynamic equilibrium composition of the majorsystems
U-C-F or U-C-F-Pu respectively. Therefore the calculated compositions
of these systems are not presented separately. Table V gives the partial
and the vapour pressures for some fluorides.
TableV

Species Partial pressure
with 200 h refreshment time
MPa

Corresponding
oondensation
pointK

Vapour pressure in MPa
1800K

2000K

SrF2
BaF2

4.5 x w-3
3.7 x w-3

2160
2050

3.5 x w-5
2.6 x w-4

3.8 x w-4
2.1 x w-3

LaF3

2.0 x Io-3

1940

2.9 x w-4

2.8 x to-3

In order to investigate the chemical influence of the fission
products on the system U-C-F we performed calculations at constant
pressure, temperature and power, for different fluorine potentials. By
means of the computer program "Solgasmix" we calculated for every
fluorine potenrial the number of gramatoms of carbon in the gaseous
phase in case of thermodynamic equilibrium with the graphite walt. The
quantity of uranium is kept constant. In Fig. 3 we give the ratio (C/U) as
the total number of gramatoms of carbon relative to the total number of
gramatoms of uranium in the gaseous phase and as a function of the
fluorine potential. This ratio is given for two operarionat cases:
- - at the beginning of a run, starting with fresh fuel and no
fission products, at 50 MWth,
------ in the same run after 200 hours of irradiation, without
recycling.
A certain quantity of fission product fluorides builds up in that time.
The exact values of the ratio carbon/actinides corresponding with
three different fluorine potentials are given in Table VI.
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Table VI

The ratio of gramatoms (carbon/actinides) at thermodynamic equilibrium as a function
of the fluorine potenrial at T = 2500 K and 2.5 MPa
C I (U+Pu)

C/U

Initia! operation

Fluorine
potentlal

After 200 hours of
operation at a level
of 50 MWth without
recycling

After operational
recycling of 5 years

5.0

0.051
0.173*

0.0447
0.165**

0.175

5.7

0.357

0.349

0.359

4.5

0.052

* point A Fig. 4
** pomt
. BF'1g.4.

c

m,n

u

In Fig. 3 point A represents the ratio C/U for an equilibrium composition
of the system U-C-F. When fission products are formed this ratio
gradually decreases to point B. In order to rnaintaio the same C/U ratio
we move to point Q by increasing the fluorine potential. This simply
means that we bring more fluorine atoms in the gas phase. This fluorine
is available for the formation of fission product fluorides.
If the fission products do not get these extra fluorine atoms then
they wiJl steal them from the carbon fluorides. This causes dissociation of
the carbon fluorides and as a result the quantity of atomie carbon in the
gas phase increases. As the temperature and pressure are kept constant,
the equilibrium composition of the main gaseous system U-C-F stays
constant and therefore the superfluous carbon condenses on the walls.
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Q

Figure 3
The ratio carbon/uranium
(see Table VI) as a function
of the fluorine potentlal at
T=2500 K and P=25 MPa.
initial composition;
after 200 hours of
operation at a level
of 50 MWih without
recycling.

B

0.16 ' - - , . - - - -..
5.00
5.10
-FP

Ü+----,----,----.-4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
Fluorine potentiel

b) Influence of the actinides
The nuclear-equilibrium fuel composition after 5 years of
recycling of the actinides was calculated by R.J. Heyboer (ECN) with
ORIGEN and is given in Table IV.
To calculate the thermodynamic equilibrium composition of the
reactor fuel with SOLGASMIX we added to the system sub a. various
plutonium fluorides:
gaseous species
: Pu, PuF3, PuF4, PuF6
condensed species
: Pu, PuF3, PuF4
The quantities of fission products are based on a refreshment time of 200
hours. The following process parameters were considered:
fluorine potential
5.7
total pressure
: 2.5 MPa
temperature range
: 1500 K to 3000 K
The resulting equilibrium compositions are given in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a we
present the mole-fractions of the gaseous species as a function of
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temperature. These mole-fractions refer to the total number of moles
present in the gaseous phase at the corresponding temperature. In Fig. 4b
the mole-fractions of the specific condensed species refer exclusively to
the total quantity of the specific fission product or actinide available.
We present only the majorcomponents. As the mole-fractions of
the fission products in the gas phase are lower than 0.01 they have not
been presenred in Fig. 4a. Above their condensation point they will have
no observable influence on the total system.
Mole
fraction

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

02

1200 1500

2000

2500

3000

Temperature K

Figure 4a
Equilibrium composition of the system U-C-F-Pu-fission products after 5
years of operational recycling with 200 hours refreshment time. P = 2.5 MPa;
FP = 5.7
Gaseous species:

:E [CmFnl + :E [UkF QJ + :E [PuFr] =

m,n

k,..Q
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For (UF4) condensed and (PuF3) condensed we present in Fig. Sb
the total nurnber of condensed rnales of these species divided by the total
nurnber of moles of uranium-, respectively plutonium fluorides in the
systern (condensed + gaseous phase). Condensation of Sr, Ba, La
fluorides occurs below 2200 K. The panial pressures corresponding with
200 h refreshment time at a continuons energy production of 50 MWth,
are equal to the vapour pressures at the temperatures given in Table
V. In this table we also give the vapour pressures at 1800 K and 2000 K.
Condensation of PuF3 occurs at a temperature of "' 1950 K, at a panial
pressure of 3.to-3 MPa.

Mole
fraction
1.0

Figure 4b
Condensed fraction.
Equilibrium composition
after 5 years recycling and
200 hours refreshment
time. P = 2.5 MPa;
FP 5.7.

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

1500

2000

2500

Temperature K
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3000

Calculations were performed also at constant pressure,
temperature and power, for different fluorine potentials. At a total
pressure of 2.5 MPa and a temperature of 2500 K fluorine potentials in
the range of 4.5 to 5.7 were considered. The ratio (C/(U + Pu)), i.e. the
number of gramatoms of carbon divided by the total number of
gramatoms of actinides present in the gaseaus mixture, in equilibrium
with the graphite wall, is given in Table VI for various fluorine
potentials. The values obtained are higher than those corresponding with
operation during 200 hours without recycling. This is due to a decrease
of the UF5 concentration whereas the concentrations of PuFn, n 0,3,4
are increasing. Qualitatively this is explained by the reaction
u238p5 +neutron -t Pu239p4 + F
producing extra fluorine. This binds C-atoms, increases the
concentration of carbon fluorides and causes an increase of the C/(U +
Pu) ratio in the equilibrium state.

DISCUSSION
Fuel composition
From Table IV we can see that actually the fuel composition
changes considerably with running time. This is caused by the long term
irradiation of the fuel.
Our thermodynamical calculations are applicable to uranium as
well as to plutonium fluorides. The plutonium remains from a thermodynamical point of view a minor quantity.

Fission produels
The tluorine compounds which are formed by the fission products
are those of the higher type, i.e. SrF2, BaF2 , LaF3 , ZrF4 . This is in
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agreement with the free energies of formation given in ref. [4]. The
highest fluorine compounds have the lowest values, i.e. they are formed
the most easily. As the quantity of fission products is kept small, by the
continuous refreshment cycle, the fission products have only a minor
influence on the thermodynamic composition of the gaseous system
U-C-F.
We have tried to define a refreshment time for the system
indicated in Fig. 1. We see there a schematized fuel cycle with a
separation unit to clean the heavy fuel gas components from the fission
product fluorides. Of course the flow rate teaving the reactor should be
taken as low as possible to diminish the size of the separator unit A basic
technological problem is how pure we want the gas in the reactor. From a
point of view of neutron-economy some fission products are
unfavourable if the concentration is getting too high. They absorb
neutrons which requires extra u235 to keep the reactivity constant. But as
the fuel is of medium enriched quality (30% U235) the influence of
neutron absorption due to fission products will be a minor effect during
the first five years operational recycling.
Another reason to separate the fission products from the U-C-F
gas mixture could be to reduce a considerable pressure increase due to
the fission product-fluorides, inlegrating over a period of several years.
Pressure increases of the order of 50% can be expected, which seems
undesirable for a well regulated, G.C.F.R. based, periodic plasma
engine. This can be a reason to rnaintaio the quantity of volatile fission
product-fluorides at a low level.
We therefore have tried a few fuel refreshment times as
illustrated in Table VII. We see the equilibrium pressure for SrF2 fora
refreshment time of 2 hours, 20 hours, or 200 hours. SrF2 is the worst
of fission product fluorides from various points of view. lts boiling point
is rather high and it belongs to the most abundantly generated fission
products. It therefore has sense to avoid condensation of SrF2 on the
walls of the reactor system. In Table VII we see that we would need very
fast circulation of the gas in case of a wall temperature of 1800 K. The
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flow of gas should be 0.21·1 o-I moles/sec which corresponds with
2.54·10-4 m3/sec (at P = 2.5 MPa, T 1800 K). Whether this can be
done or not is a technological problem which we cannot discuss here. If,
from a point of view of construction of the reactor wall it would be
necessary to maintain the top level of the wallat 1800 K then it is a very
realistic problem to ask if this can be permitted from a point of view of
the fuel cycle as well as the pressure built-up. The condusion could be
that condensed matenals like SrF2 on the walls do not really contribute to
a pressure built-up, because of their extremely low vapour pressure.
That would mean that in an on-site purification cycle like indicated in
Fig. 1 only the volatile fission fluoride components should be taken out,
which satisfies the condition for pressure stabilization. But then the
question remains: where are matenals like SrF2 really condensing. In a
circuit for purification of course the temperature will be lower in the
tubing and separator unit than in the reactor itself. There is a danger of
condensation in tubes or valves where we do not want it. This can be
avoided by the introduetion of a "cold" pocket through which all the gas
has to pass, at the beginning of the refreshment cycle. If such a pocket is
spatious enough blocking of the tubes or valves will nottake place.

Table VII
Avoidanee of condensation of SrFz

Refreshment
time in hours

Partial pressure
of SrFz in MPa

Lowest allowed wall temperature with corresp. vapour
pressure in MPa

2

4.5 · 1o·5
4.5. 10"4
4.5. lo-3

1800 K (3.5 · 10-5)

20
200
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2000 K (3.8 · 10-4)
2300 K (5.6 · 10-3)

Plutonium fluorides
According to ref. [ 11] no reliable data are available for PuF4 (g).
However, for the assessment of our calculations, we considered the
standard heat of formation and entropy, as given in ref. [12]. For the
specific heat valnes we took those of UF4 . The vapour pressure curve
obtained in this way, is above the one of UF4 (see Fig. 2). Therefore,
from a thermodynamic point of view, PuF4 can easily be recirculated
with UF4.
Condensation of PuF3 occurs at a temperature of - 1950 K at a
partial pressure of 3·10-3 MPa.
It should be emphasized once more that the thermodynamic data
of plutonium have been assessed to the best of our knowledge but the
accuracy of the vapour pressure line of PuF3 in Fig. 2 is not better than
about 150 K.

Influence of the tission products and plutonium on the
composition of the gaseous system in equilibrium with
the graphite wall
For a constant fluorine potential, the amount of carbon present in
the gaseous mixture is lower in the system U-C-F-fission products than in
the system U-C-F (see Fig. 3 and Table VI). However, when Pu is added,
the amount of carbon present in the gaseous mixture at a temperature of
2500 K increases again. These phenomena have to be considered for
cocrosion of the walls as treated in Chapter IV.
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IN A G.C.F.R.

CORROSION-PROCESSES IN A G.C.F.R.

INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapters we demonstrated that a G.C.F.R. with a
graphite wall, and with an initial gas mixture of uranium- and carbonfluorides, can run at a thermal power of 50 MegaWatt during five years
with continuons recycling and cleaning of the reactor gás. However
fluorine is a very cocrosive species. Many experimental studies have been
doneon its cocrosion effect on various materials [6,7]. Now we will make
some estimates of cocrosion assuming a refreshment time of 200 hours.
In the preceding calculations we assumed up till now that the total
pressure P and the wall temperature T wall were everywhere the same and
constant during operation. In reality temperature and pressure
differences will be unavoidable. Even the fluorine potential will not be
the same if we follow the local reprocessing line. Each of these three
process-parameters will affect the equilibrium composition of the
gaseous mixture in the reactor-system. On its turn that may jeopardize
the stability of the reactor wall and of the reprocessing line, which will be
investigated in this chapter.
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EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
In order to understand the material (carbon) transport resulting
from pressure or temperature differences we have to know the
equilibrium constants of the main chemica! reactions occurring in our
gaseous system (U-C-F-Pu-fission product). Moreover, inthelast section
of this chapter, we will give an assessment of the ra te constants for these
reactions. From thermodynamics it is known that the ratio of the activity
products for products and reactants is given by

I) ain·1 (product) / 1J aj n·J (reactant) = exp( -~Go/RT)
1

(1)

J

where ni = number of moles of species i,
Dj = number of mol es of species j,
and ~Go= standard free energy of the reaction at temperature T,
0 and a·= p.fp.o
a·1 = p·/p·
1 1
J
J J

are the activities expressed in normalized pressures in case of gaseous
reactions of ideal gases. Pi and Pj are the equilibrium pressures whereas
p0 indicates standard pressures (0.101 MPa). See also Chapter 11.
At constant temperature we write
(2)

which is called the equilibrium constant of the reaction, but which is a
function of T. For an ideal gas mixture we can write
(3)

in which Yi are the mole fractions of the product species and Yj the mole
fractions of the reactant species.
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Yi = P/Ptot. and Yj = P/Ptot.

np and nr are the number of moles of products and reactants.
From (3) we derive at constant temperature T:
np > 11r
the concentration of the products decreases if the total
pressure increases; dissociation is suppressed.
the reaction is pressure independent;
the concentration of the products increases with increasing pressure (dimerization).
In our high temperature gas-core reactor we always have to face
dissociative reactions like

forwhich
K= (y~. yp/yCF4). (Pro/Po)

(4)

As in this case K ..... Ptot / p0 , we expect that decreasing the pressure from
3 MPa to 2.5 MPa the dissociation will increase correspondingly.
In Table I we present some equilibrium constants for some main
reactions in our gaseous system. They have been calculated from the
corresponding mole fractions at 3.0 MPa and 2500 K.
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TABLEI
Thermodynamic equilibrium constanis of some reactions at 2500 K.
Chemica!
reaction

Equilibrium
constantK

Comment

El

UF 6 ~

UF5 +F

3.0.

Ez

UFs~

UF4 +F

8.6. 10-2

E3

UF4~

UF3 +F

1.2 ·10-6

E4

PuF4 ~ PuF3 + F

4.2.

Es

Csolid ~ :E Cgas

7.8 . 10-7

vaporization of carbon

E6

CF4 ~CF3 +F

2.2 · to-3

UF5 is a better donor for F than CF 4

E7

CF3 ~CF2 +F

3.2. 10-1

CF3 is a very unstable molecule

Eg

CFz

E9

CF~Cg+F

1.4 ·

ElO

F2~F+F

1.6. 103

102

UF6 is very unstable
UF5 is much less stabie than UF4

w-3

PuF4 is much less stabie than UF4

1,2,3

~CF+F

5.4 ·to-4

w-5
no Fz in the reactor gas

EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION
We calculated the equilibrium compositions of the system
(U -C-F-Pu-fission products) with the "SOLGASMIX" computer
program, in the same way as in Chapter liL Especially we considered the
corrosive effects of the reactor gas after recycling during 5 years, with a
refreshrnent time of 200 hours, and a permanent energy production
corresponding with 50 Mega Watt thermal power.
Computations were performed for
- total pressures in the range of 0.1 to 5.0 MPa,
- wall temperatures between 1500 and 3000 K,
fluorine potentials FP between 4.5 and 5.7,
whereas the quantities of (U-Pu-fission products) were kept the sarne. We
investigated especially the amount of carbon in the gaseous mixture in
equilibrium with the graphite wall as a function of P, Tand FP.
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INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE

Equilibrium compositions were calculated for FP = 5. 7 and for
various temperatures and pressures. In Figure 1 and Table II we present
the ratio
C/(U + Pu) = number of gramatoms of carbon
numbèr of gramatoms of acumdes
as a function of the total pressure P, for various temperatures of the wall.

04

03

T:2000 K·

Pressure MPa

Figure 1
The ratio carbon I actinides as a function of the total pressure for three gas
temperatures at the wall. FP = 5.7; Fixed amount of actinides.
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TABLE 11
The ratio C/(U + Pu) as a function of the wall temperature and pressure, fora fixed
amount of actinides.
Temperature
inK

Pressure in MPa, fora fluorine potential of 5.70
0.1

1500

0.238

1600

0.249

1.0

1700

0.256

1800

0.267

0.250

1900

0.284

0.253

2.5

3.0

5.0

UF4(c)
UF4(c)

2000

0.303

0.267

0.254

0.253

0.249

2200

0.358

0.301

0.284

0.281

0.273

2500

0.580

0.401

0.359

0.352

0.443

2800

0.907

0.660

0.551

0.532

0.484

3000

0.962

0.879

0.761

0.736

0.665

UF 4 (c) means that UF4 condenses.

We see the following for FP
5.7: A higher value of P
corresponds with a decrease in the quantity of carbon in the gas phase.
The simple reason is that mainly the UF5 component is more stabie
against dissociation at higher pressures. Therefore less fluorine is
available for the formation of CF4 from the wall carbon. - Moreover
the quantity of carbon in the gas phase increases exponentially as a
function of the wall temperature (see also Fig. 3).
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INFLUENCE OF THE FLUORINE POTENTlAL
In Figure 2 and and Table III we dernonstrate the influence of the
FP on C/(U + Pu), which proves to be a linear function. It is clear that

0.35

030

0.25

020

Q15

Q10

005

0

+-------~----' --~-~-

4.5

5.0

55

5.7

Fluorine potentiol

Figure 2
The ratio carbon!actinides as a tunetion of the fluorine potential. Parameter
total pressure in MPa. See also Table III. - - T =2500 K; --- T = 1700 K.
changing FP between 4.5 and 5.7 has a rnuch larger influence on the
carbon content than varying the pressure between 2.5 and 3.0 MPa. It
simply means that addition of more CF4 to the gas mixture is hardly
influencing the quantity of other components between 1700 and 3000 K.
CF4 at these temperatures is a very stabie gas. This is not so for higher
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gas temperatures, above 4000 K, where CF4 dissociates. There it really
acts as donor of fluorine gas. Better fluorine donors below 2500 K are
UF6 and UF5. In the last section of this chapter it will be shown that also
from a point of view of reaction kinetics UF6 is preferabie to CF4 .
We see in Figure 2 that the distance between both lines for 2.5 resp. 3.0
MPa decreases for lower FP's. This demonstrates that wall corrosion
due to carbon transport caused by pressure differences decreases for low
FP's. Actually material transport due to pressure differences can be
compensated by minor variations in the fluorine potential.
TABLE lil
The ratio (carbon/actinides) for various temperatures, fluorine potentials and total gas
pressures.
Temperature
in K

Totalgas
pressure
inMPa

Auorine potential

4.5

5.0

5.1

1600

0.1

UF4(c)
UF4(c)

1700

0.1

0.007

0.095

0.256

1800

0.1

0.011

0.103

0.267

1900

0.1

0.019

0.119

0.284

1900
2000

2.5
2.5

UF4(c)
UF4(c)

UF4(c)
0.091

0.255

1500

0.1

0.238

UF4(c)
0.085

0.249

0.250

2200

2.5

0.017

0.117

0.284

2500

2.5

0.051

0.175

0.359

3000

2.5

0.187

0.428

0.761

UF4(c) means condensation ofUF4 . At 1710 K the vapour pressure is 0.1 MPa. The
composition of the actinide mixture corresponds with 5 years continuons operational
recycling, at 50 MWth and with a refreshment time of 200 hours. Then the
concentration of fission products is very low. Amount of actinides is fixed at about
120 gramatoms.
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INFLUENCE OF WALL-TEMPERATURE
In Figure 3 we give the ratio C/(U + Pu) as a function of the walltemperature for a constant fluorine potential FP = 5. 7 and for four

09

0.7

0.6

0.5

Ot.

03

0.2+---.--- -r~····
1800

2!XXJ

2200 . 21,()()
lëmperol ure K

------,·~
2600
2800
3000

Figure 3
The ratio carbon/ actinides as a function of the gas temperature. FP = 5.7.;

PinMPa.

values of P. The fact that the FP is constant means that the quantities of
fluorine and actinides in the gas phase do not change. An increase of O(U
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+ Pu) therefore really means that carbon is removed from the wall of the
reactor and is distributed over the gaseous phase. This is corrosion. The
mechanism responsible for this processis again the dissociation of UF5
for increasing temperatures, producing UF4 plus F which attack:s the
graphite wall.
It is interesting to see a quasi-exponenrial increase of C/(U + Pu)
between 1800 and 2800 K. Above 2800 K there is a tendency to level off.
Apparently above a certain temperature (2800 Kat 0.1 MPa) most UF5
has disappeared.

50
Fluonne potentiol

Figure 4
The ratio carbon!actinides as a function of the fluorine potential.
Parameter : Temperature.

P
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2.5 MPa, --- - - P = 0.1 MPa

Finally Figure 4 gives C /(U+ Pu) especially forvery low (0.1)
and high (2.5 MPa) pressures and corresponding temperature ranges.

MATERIAL TRANSPORT INSIDE A G.C.F.R. DUE
TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES ALONG THE
REACTOR WALL
All calculations were performed for a constant amount of
actinides in the gasphase. A decreasein C/(U + Pu) therefore always
means deposition of carbon on a wall, or reverse. At higher pressures
dissociation of CF4 is suppressed as demonstrated by eqn. (4) of this
chapter. Consequently reactions E5 to E9 are shifted from right to left.
This means that going from 2 to 3 MPa carbon will be deposited on the
wall of the reactor. Theoretically such a deposition can be avoided by
addition of extra fluorine (UF6 or UF5). These molecules dissociate
according to reactions El and E2 in Table I.
Corrosion inside the reactor can occur because of less effective
cooling on certain places. The reason could be inferior mechanica!
contact between the front layer of pyrolytic heatresistant graphite tiles
and the supporting ceramic body in which are the first canals for high
pressure cooling with He-gas. In that case the loose graphite tile might go
up in temperature to e.g. 2200 K, whereas the surface of the graphite
wall of the reactor in general is at 2000 K. From Fig. 3 and Table 11 we
read the equilibrium ratios Ne= C/(U + Pu) at a pressure of the reactor
gas of 2.5 MPa and a fluorine potential of 5.7.
At T= 2200K
at T=2000K

Ne = 0.284, and
Ne= 0.254.

Suppose that the tile bas an area of w-2 m2. What will happen then?
Figure 5 illustrates this. The tile will act as a fountain-source of carbon to
rnaintaio the high value of Ne above it, and carbon will be deposited on
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cooler surroundings on the wall. Two questions:
- will this corrosive process automatically stop itself due to an increasing temperature gradient inside the graphite tile?
- how fast are such corrosion processes eroding material away?
The answer on the first question might be positive if the mechanical
contact with the suppon is not too bad. The temperature gradient in the
pyrolytic graphite tile might be 50 K . mm-1 and the conneetion with the
ceramic will require special attention like in case of heat shields used on
space vehicles. Corrosion means a decrease in thickness of the tile,
therefore an increase in the temperature gradient and thus a better
cooling. This will reduce the temperature difference and stop the
corrosion.
The second question about the rate of the corrosion-process is
mainly detennined by the flow rate of the convective gas whirl (see Fig.
5). This is a real problem to be investigated, taking into consideration the
extremely steep temperature gradient in the gas directly in front of the
wal I. This temperature gradient, which is of the order of 1Q6 to
107 K m-1, will be discussed in the next chapter. Preliminarily we want
to make a guess by means of the conveetion whirl on Fig. 5. Suppose:
100 mm, diameter of the tile
2r
vconv = 10 mm sec-1, mean velocity of the "cool" gas flowing
inwards at the edge of the tile
d
= (D·2't)112, penetration depth of evaporating carbon
(CF4), from the surface of the tile into the convection
whirl in the available time 't ~ 2.5 sec [5].
·
D
15 mm2 sec-1, diffusion coefficient for C at (2200 K;
2.5 MPa).
Then the ~ carbon, evaporating from the hot tile into the depleted,
cool gas whirl, is transporred by
2n r·d·vconv ~ 20·103 mm3 sec-1 ·
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Figure 5
Overheated graphite tile. mustration of material transport inside a G.C.F.R.
The cool gas flows in from all sides to the central hot plate where it expands
due to overheating. In aerodynamics such situations are usually unstable and
give convection.

This carbon is immediately converted to CF4.
AC _ s::N .convection volume . N . . . 12 f
si
d
- u c
actinides
gram secon
totreactor volume

L\

oNc = 0.284 - 0.254 from Table II
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while the reactor volume is about 10 m3
Nactinides

= 120 moles (U+ Pu), whereas one grammole of
carbon weighs 12 grams

fis a correction factor for the high density gradient in the gas
blanket in contact with the wall.
v(T) · n(T0 )

As

v(T0 ) • n(T)

the rate of diffusion at 6000 K is 5 times higher than at 2000 K in the
reactor gas. A reasonable guess for the mean correction term is f = 3.
Then the loss is of the order of:

dC

25.

w-5 grams sec-1, or

25 grams in 30 hours.
With a specific weight of graphite of 2.25 this gives a decrease in
thickness of the hot tile with 10 . 1o- 4 m per day for a temperature
difference of 200 K. This corrosion effect is very serious. It corresponds
with 1 mm per day, at dT 200 Kon a mean temperature of 2100 K.
This type of corrosion will be stopped by the increase of the temperature
gradient inside the tile materiaL That will increase the heat transport and
will reduce the temperature difference to zero.
The corrosion inside the reactor goes with about 2 mm per year,
per degree temperafure difference at 2000 K and 2.5 MPa reactor gas.
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MATERIAL TRANSPORT IN AN ON-SITE REPROCESSING SYSTEM
Inside the reactor and its fuel cycle (see Figure 1 of Chapter lil)
material transport can be attenuated by varying the amount of CF4 in the
recycle stream. As the definition of the fluorine potential FP is the ratio
of the number of gramatoms of fluorine relative to the number of
gramatoms of actinides an increase in the CF4 content also increases the
FP.
In Figure 4 we present the ratio C/(U + Pu) as a function of FP for
two pressures: 2.5 and 0.1 MPa.
For P = 2.5 MPa we see the following:
C/(U + Pu) = 0.255 for 2200 K and FP = 5.58; but also
for 2000 K and FP = 5. 70.
This means, that if the temperature in the recycle stream decreases
from 2200 K to 2000 K the amount of CF4 in the gas should increase from about 19.4 to 20.0% as it follows from SOLGASMIX. Not doing this means that C/(U + Pu) decreases from
0.255 to 0.225. The carbon will deposit on the walls of the piping.
As because of material and constructive reasons foei-reprocessing wilt
preferably happen at temperatures between 1500 and 1800 K, and the
boiling point of UF4 is 1710 K, it makes sense to have a look also at that
temperature range for corrosion effects. Therefore three extra curves
are presented in figure 4, for P = 0.1 MPa and 1600, 1700 and 1800 K.

To avoid condensation of UF4 at awkward positions the pressure
in the recycling gas stream has to be reduced from 2.5 MP a at
2200 K to 0.1 MPa at 1700 K.
The high pressure corresponds with the reactor pressure and the low
pressure with that in the separator. This procedure causes an expansion
of the gas volume with a factor 20.
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Looking at the figures 1 to 4 more closely we see the following:
- Figure 1: Decreasing pressure, and at constant temperature, gives
always corrosion (Ne= C I (U+ Pu) increases) if FP is constant. This
could be a very realistic possibility if the reactor gas expands in the
fuel cycle and if the cooling of the tubings is not adequately regulated.
This would be wrong.
- Figure 2: Going from A toB, keeping Ne constant, means that we
move from a gas at (0.1 MPa; 1700 K) to a gas at (2.5 or 3.0 MPa;
2500 K). This means compression of the gas back into the reactor.
That can be done harmlessly if at the same time FP deercases from
5.70 to 5.28 by actdition of extra UF4 to the fuel stream during
compression.
- Figure 3: This expansion procedure, going from A, via B to C
shows that Ne remains constant (no corrosion) if FP is constant and if
a well-programmed pressure decrease is coupled with a temperature
decrease (from (2400 K; 3.0 MPa) to (2080 K; 0.1 MPa)). The same
can be done starting from about 2100 K and ending at 1700 K.
- Figure 4: Shows the expansion process in more detail. Keeping FP
constant and going from A (2000 K; 2.5 MPa) to B (1700 K;
0.1 MPa) demonstrates nearly no corrosion (Ne = C I (U + Pu) is
constant). But ifthe expansion stops too early at C (1800 K; 0.1 MPa)
then Ne changes from 0.150 to 0.165 which means that the carbon
walls of the expansion chamber will corrode.
To get some insight in the quantity of wall material which is corroded per
hour we make the following estimate:
How big is the quantity of gas leaving the reactor per second?
Assuming a hold-up of 120 moles (UF4 + UF5) + 30 moles (CF4 ) and a
refreshment time of 200 hours, the reactor producing 50 MW thermal
continuously, then the flow from the reactor is 2 . lQ-4 moles sec-1
(0. 70 mol es h-1) at reactor conditions. For definition of refreshment
time see Chapter lil.
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The quantity of atomie carbon Qc transported through the outlet
is:

Qe = fraction ·Ne· 120 moles/hour,
where Ne= C I (U + Pu) (see Fig. 1 to 4)
fraction

part of the reactor gas bleeding off into the refreshment
cycle per hour. In our case this is 0. 70 I (120 + 30)

However, most of the carbon in this gaseous phase stays in it, and is
recirculated back into the reactor. Corrosion is really due to gifterences
in carbon concentrations, as demonstrared in the above explanation of
Figure 4:
at point A (2000 K; 2.5 MPa)
Ne= 0.150
at point C (1800 K; 0.1 MPa)
Ne= 0.165
in which case the corrosion is given by:

L\Qe = fraction • L\Ne · 120 moleslhour
~ 0.01 moles of carbon per hour.
Such a corrosion ( 1 kg/year) is at the edge of what is permissible, and
already requires special compression or expansion chambers to
precondition the gas between points A and C. Without such chambers
blocking of tubes or valves might occur.
To realize such a refreshment flow one could think of a step
function by using a membrane between the reactor chamber (gas at
2100 K; 2.5 MPa) and the expansionchamber(gas at 1710K; 0.1 MPa).
Although the practical realization might not be so easy this system
has the advantage of equal values of Ne on both sides of the capillary.
That would mean no deposition or corrosion, according to Figure 3.
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HOW FAST IS THE DEPOSITION OF CARBON
TAKING PLACE ?
The rate of deposition of carbon on the graphite wall depends on
two processes:
1. the decomposition rate of the fluorine compounds in the gaseousphase from a point of view of reaction kinetics,
2. the ra te of transport of carbon through the gaseous layer near the walL
The first process can be estimated from rate constants reported in the
literature. They are given in Table IV. The rate constants are given in the
form of the Arrhenius equation, Le.
k

Z exp ( -EJRT)

(5)

where Z is the collision number. Z in itself is a function of the
temperature, but most experimental results indicate, that the temperature
dependenee of Z can be neglected with respect to the exponential factor,
i.e.

(6)

k = A exp ( -EJRT)

where A is a constant From Table IV we see that this is true for k(F2)
and k(UF6) but that k(CF4) and k(CF 3) are much more temperature
dependent, and do not follow the ideal behaviour of eqn. (6). They are
described by the relationship
k = PZ exp ( -EJRT)

(7)

where Pis a "probability" or "steric factor" making allowance for any
deviation from ideality. The half lifetime fora first order reaction is

'tl/2

ln2
= k

(8)
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TABLE IV.
Experimental rate constants k of some fluorine compounds.
Rate constant k

This means that the half life times of all the reactions given in Table IV
are of the order of 1o-7 to 1o-9 sec. From Table IV we see that at 1800 K
the rate constant of CF4 , i.e. k(CF4 ) is much lower than of UF6, i.e.
k(UF6). This means that if the fluorine potential of the gaseous mixture
in contact with the graphite wall bas to he increased, addition of UF6 is
preferabie from a point of view of reaction kinetics. Then the free
fluorine will he obtained a factor of 1000 quicker than by addition of
CF4 .
We have no rate constauts for the reactions CF2 ~CF+ F and
CF ~ C(g) + F; however the activation energies can he estimated
roughly [3] from the relationship:

where o·
E

the dissociation energy
= activation energy
s
(Cp - 4R)/R .
=

As a first approximation the activation energies may he estimated from
the corresponding dissociation energies. As the dissociation energies of
CF and CF2 are between those of CF3 and CF4 (see Chapter 11, Table III)
we may assess a similar behaviour of the activation energies. We do not
know anything about the pre-exponential factor. However, it seems
reasonable to assume that the rate constants of decomposition of CF2 and
CF are of the order of magnitude of those of CF4 and CF3. Consequently
in the decomposition reactions of carbon fluorine compounds into
gaseous carbon and free fluorine, the rate determining step is the reaction
CF4 ~ CF3 + F; its half life time is at 1800 K about 10-4 sec and at 2200
K about 1o-7 sec.
We estimated a diffusion coefficient for C atoms in the gas phase
at (2200 K; 2.5 MPa) of about 15 mm2 sec-1 (C through UF4). The rate
of penetration of the C atoms through the boundary layer can be
estimated by means of Einstein's theory of random motions [5].
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where X is the penetradon distance and 't the time required. If we take
X= 2 mm then we find 't ~ lQ-1 sec, which is much longer than the
chemical reaction time. This means that the actual deposition or
corrosion rate is mainly determined by macroscopie flow phenomena
like conveedon or flow pattems.
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ENERGY TRANSPORT IN THE GAS CORE
FISSION REACTOR

INTRODUCTION
As stated by Van Dam and Hoogenboom [ 1] the temperature
distribution in a G.C.F.R. is determined by the power density
distribution in the gaseous fuel and the heat transfer processes involved.
They calculated temperature profiles in the range from 2500 K to about
20000 K. The gaseous fuel consistedof 70% UF4 (30% enriched) and
30% CF4 • However, in their calculations they did not account for
dissociation and ionization of uranium and carbon fluorides as occurs at
higher temperatures (Chapter 11). Moreover, they assumed that heat
transport by radiation prevails, i.e. transport by conduction and
convection processes was neglected.
However, due to the dissociation and ionization processes which
take place, the power density distribution in our reactor will vary with
temperature, much more than Van Dam and Hoogenboom assumed in
their simplified model. Also, because of the large temperature range in a
G.C.F.R. various processes of energy transfer will be involved. At high
temperatures energy transport by radiation prevails, while in the gas
layer near the wall conductive and convective processes are dominant in
case of high pressures.
Actually we studied the temperature profile in a G.C.F.R. with the
following considerations:
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a) variable power density corresponding to the dissociation and
ionization results presented in Chapter II;
b) accounting for conductive heat transport;
c) accounting for conveelive heat transport.
Wedefine as boundary layer the gas layer confined between the
reactor wall at a temperature T w and a gas layer at a eertaio temperature
Ta· This temperature Ta is the temperature at and above which kinetic
heat transport is negligible relative to the radiative one. In this chapter
we present a parametrie study of the boundary layer temperature profile,
in which the kinetic heat transfer coefficient and the scattering cross
section for photons are introduced as parametrie factors. We also give an
estimate of the ratio between the radiative and kinetic heat fluxes as a
function of temperature and pressure. The rate of heat loss from the
reactor gas to the cooled wall is briefly discussed.
The geometrical configuration of our reactor was considered to
be a cylinder with a cross section of 1 m2 and a wall to which the heat is
transferred with an area of 10m2. The total power load on the wall is
assumed to be 50 MWth. The temperature of the surface of the reactor
wall was kept at 1800 K. The total pressure inthereactor was 2.5 MPa
for most of these calculations. We found that kinetic heat transport is
important below temperatures of about 5000 K. lt can be neglected at
temperatures above 7000 K. The temperature gradient in the gas at the
wall is of the order of magnitude of 107 K m-1. Consequently a
temperature of "" 7000 K is reached at a few mm from the wall. This
temperature corresponds with a good electrical conductivity of the gas.
Heat conversion into electricity by magnetic induction seems to be
possible.
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RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSPORT
The diffusion approximation is applicable to all transfer processes
if the mean free path of the diffusing particles is much smaller than the
dimensions of the system considered. The radiative energy transport by
photon-diffusion is then given by
(1)

where ....
ju
u
D

=

=
=

radiation energy flux in j.m-2.sec-1
radiation energy density in j.m-3
radiative energy diffusion coefficient m2 s-1

According to Stefan Boltzmann's law

4asa T4
c

(2)

U=---

a 58 = Stefan Boltzmann constant
c

=

velocity oflight

Scattering cross section for photons
From the kinetic theory of gases it is known that
(3)

where .Q. = mean free path of the diffusing photons
v velocity of the diffusing photons.
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In our case of heat transport the radiative diffusion coefficient is
supposed to be given by
D 1/3 c ~h =

c
3 n(r) crph

(4)

where r = distance from the centre
n(r) = the space dependent density of the gas molecules
crph = the pboton cross section per molecule.
From eqn. (1 ), (2) and (4) one obtains
~

16D(r) crsB T3 dT-+

c

Ju=-

dr ju,l

(5)

where ~. 1 is the unity vector perpendicular to the wall.
In our calculations we considered a pboton scattering cross section of
2.5 · w-21 m2. This value is basedon theoretica! calculations of Parkset
al. [2]. These theoretica! values are in good agreement with experimental
data reported by Thom [11] and Schneider [3]. With this cross section and
fora gas density at the wallof about 6 · 1Q25 particles m-3, the mean free
path of the photons is "l = 0. 7 . w-5 m.

Radiative heat transfer model with dissociation and
ionization
The heat transfer model adopted by Van Dam and Hoogenboom
[1] for the stationary case is given by:
-+

Q- div ju= 0

(6)

where
Q

=

souree tunetion in W.m-3
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J:

=

radiative heat flux described by equation (5).

The resulting differentlal equation is given by:
4T4(dT/dz)2 + T5[(d2Ttdz2) + (q/z) (dT/dz)] =-a
where z
R
q

(7)

= r/R
=

=

radius of the reactor
0 =slab
geometry factor { 1 = cylinder
2 = sphere

3o'ph p2R2

p

(8)

a= 16 k2 GsB • Ntot

P = total power
k
= Boltzmann's gas constant
= total pressure in the reactor
p
R = radius of the reactor
Ntot = the total number of gas molecules in the reactor
GsB = Stefan Boltzmann 's radiation constant
An analytical salution of eqn. (7) can only be obtained (ref. [1]) if
the coefficient of the frrst term is replaced by 5. In that case one obtains
W(dT/dz)2 + T5[(d2Ttdz2) + (q/z) (dT/dz)] =-a

(9)

Considering the boundary conditions
T(:z=l) = Tw (fixed wall temperature)
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(10)

( dT) " = 0 (symmetry)
dz Z=v

(11)

the corresponding salution is given by Van Dam and Hoogenboom.
(12)

Whereas this equation is very useful in the estimation of the maximum
temperature in the gas core, its application for the boundary layer
temperature profile should be investigated.
Van Dam and Hoogenboom proved that the power density in the
core can be put proportional to the uranium partiele density (ref. [2]), as
the free path length of the neutrons, for fission, is larger than the size of
the reactor.
Pn(r) [U(r(T))]
(13)

Q(r)=-----

[Utotl Ntot

where [U101] =

the mole-fraction of the total uranium in the co re.
(This is actually the mole~fraction of UF4 in the
gaseaus mixture which is initially present in the
reactor.)
[U(r(n)J = the male-fraction of uranium at a disrance "r" from
the centre.

If dissociation and ionization are neglected then [U(r(T))] = [U10tl and
eqn. (13)reducesto

Pn(r)
(14)

Q(r)=-Ntot

which is the "power density" relationship given by Van Dam and
Hoogenboom [2]. In the present work we investigate the "radiative"
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temperature profile by taking into account dissociation and ionization.
n(r) is obtained by assuming that the pressure is uniform throughout the
core and that the ideal gas law applies, i.e.
p = n(r) kT(r)

(15)

The space dependent mole-fraction of uranium [U(r(T))] is given by

6

[U(r(T))] =

4
[UFnl + l: [UF~]
n=O
m=O

l:

(16)

where [UFn] and [UFm +] are the mole-fractions of the corresponding
species, as obtained from the computer program "SOLGASMIX", for a
certain temperature T. If dissociation and ionization are taken into
account the constant a becomes a function of the temperature T
[U(r(T))]
· ______
_

a(T) = a
0

(17)

[Utot]

The constant a of eqn. (7) is then replaced by the function a(T) and
eqn. (7) becomes
d2T
dT 2
4T4 ( _ ) + T5 [
+ (~) dT] =- a(T)
dz2
z dz
dz

(18)

Results for radiative heat transport
All of our calculations were based on the following process
parameters and physical constants.
P
50 MWth - total power extracted through the wall;
R
0.56 m - radius of a cylindrical reactor with a cross
section of 1 m2;
q
1 cylindrical configuration (eqn. (7));
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2.5 · 1o6 Pa total pressure in the reactor;

p
Ntot =

120 moles of UmFn components + 30 moles of CkF 1
· components;

O'ph

2.5 .

crsB
k

5.7 · 10·8 W.m-2.K-4;
1.38 · w-23 J.K·l;

w-21 m2;

Tw :: 1800 K.
With these values we obtain from eqn. (8):

which is equal to a 0 within an accuracy of 0.2% at 2000 K.
In order to get an impression about the applicability of the
approximate salution (i.e. eqn. (12)) in the boundary layer we did some
preliminary calculations with a constant value of a. In Fig. 1 we give the
temperature profile as calculated by eqn. (12) and as obtained by the
numerical salution of eqn. (7). We see that equation (12) is notaccurate
enough for the boundary layer temperature profile. For example a
temperature of 7000 K is reached at a distance of 0.5 mm and of 3.8 mm
for the approximate and the exact solutions respectively. Consequently
TABLE I.
Values of a(T) with a 0

=

4.8 · lo25 K6 (see eqn. (17).

Temperature

[U(r(T))]/[U(tot)]

inK

at a pressure of 2.5 MPa

2000

a(T) in to25 K6

4.80

1.00

5000

0.42

2.02

7000

0.18

0.87

10000

0.16

0.77
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eqn. (7) will be used further on for the boundary layer when dissociation
and ionization are taken into account.
Values of a(T) for the temperature range of 2000 K to 10000 K as
obtained from the corresponding concentrations of the uranium particles
and for a fluorine potential of 5. 7 (Chapter Il) are given in Table I.

Temperature
20 103K
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I
I
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I
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2
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-~

200

400

300

500 r'mm

Figure 1
Temperature profile in a cylindrical G.C.F.R. No dissociation or ionization.

a
r'

=
=

4.8 x 1025 K6
distance to the wall

numerical solution of eqn. (7)
----- eqn. (12).
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The values of [U((r(T))]/[Utotl have been introduced in the
re lation
(19)

where A = 0.278 · lo4
B = -0.173 · 1Q-4
c = -0.509 . w-s
n = 0.596 · 10-12
giving f(T) with an accuracy of 10%. Introducing the function

a<n = 4.8. w25. f(T)
in equation (18) we solved it numerically by applying the subroutine.
D02RAF (4) as in ref. [1]. The corresponding temperature profile is
given in Fig. 2 and shows an appreciable decrease in the maximum
temperature in the centre of the reactor vessel.
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Temperature
10 3 K

0

100

200

300
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Figure 2
Temperature profile in a G.C.F.R. corresporiding to eqn. (18). Only radiative
heat transport. (Accounting for dissociation and ionization.) r' = distance to
the wall.
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KINETIC HEAT TRANSPORT
In the previous section it has been shown that the mean free path
of photons in the boundary layer is of the order of magnitude of
- 1o-5 m. A steep temperature gradient in the order of magnitude of
106 to 107 K m~l is obtained at a distance of a few mm from the wall.
This means that in the boundary layer the resistance for the
transportation of heat by radiation is high. However, when additional
kinetic heat transfer is taken into account the boundary layer temperature
profile will diminish corresponding to the ratio between the kinetic and
radiative heat fluxes. If the kinetic heat transfer coefficient is high the
resistance to heat flow is small and the temperature gradient flatteus out.
On the contrary in a badly conducting medium the resistance is high and
the temperature profile will approach the radiative one. Consequently,
the temperature profile in the boundary layer of the gas core fission
reactor depends on the ratio between the kinetic and the radiative energy
transport. In the bulk of the reactor, outside the boundary layer,
radiative energy transport prevails and the heat transfer model of ref. [1]
is applicable.

Thermal conductivity in

U-C~F

gas

The gas kinetic relation for À, the heat conductivity, is [5]

v

f.k. therm.

(20)

6 '12 O'collis.
f

=

V therm

"'Tl/2, m-1/2

k

number of degrees of freedom,
Boltzmann's constant.

This relationship is pressure independent. The experimental temperature
dependenee proves to be closer to T314 [6]
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À-argon= 3.1 · 104 x 'f0.71 W· m·l. K-1
At 6000 K one obtains Aargon = 0.2 W·m-l.K- 1. Comparing this value
with the value given by Kohlrausch [7] for air, i.e. A.air = 0.251 at
6000 K, one can see the influence of the factor m112,
We are working with a mixture of 80% UF4 and 20% CF4, with a
mean mass of about 267. The collisioncross section in this type of gas is a
factor two larger than in argon. This leads to the following estimates for
our gas mixture, assuming no appreciable dissociation

A. in (U-C-F) gas at 3000 K
at6000K

0.030 W·m-l.K-1
0.050 .. " ..

Due to dissociation this value at 6000 K might be a factor two larger.

Convective heat transfer
If the temperature distribution in a fluid is non-uniform,
differences in local densities occur. As a consequence of these
temperature differences conveelive stream.s arise [8]. This phenomenon
is called free conveerion (it must be distinguished from forced
convection, where the bulk of the fluid is in motion). It is observed, for
example, when a cold or hot surface is in contact with a fluid of differing
but uniform temperature. Then, in the boundary layer near the wall
convective streams are building up. Their behaviour can be described by
differential equations for convective heat flow. In our case the boundary
layer is small compared to the dimensions of the system. Therefore the
corresponding differential equations can be simplified. The solutions are
generally given in the form of dimensionless numbers as indicate below.
Prandtl number:
Pr= TICp

(21)

Îl.
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11 = kinematic viscosity;
Cp = specitïc heat at constant pressure;
À = thermal conductivity.

Grashof number:

(22)

g

gravitational acceleration;
~
= volumetrie expansion coefficient; for ideal gases ~ = 1/T;
l
= any characteristic length;
.1T0 = temperature difference on the distance l;
p
= specific weight.
In order to estimate the convective heat flow, it is useful to introduce an
artificial conductivity Às· This is defined as the thermal conductivity of a
solid which allows for the same heat flux and which is submitted to the
same temperature difference as the boundary layer.
Experimental relations for ÀJÀ have been determined by Nieman
[9]. He found the following empirica! relation:

Às
-

À

=

m · (Gr.Pr)r
1 + --:-=-=---(Gr·Pr) + n

(23)

where m, n, r are constants and refer to the geometrical contiguration
involved. In case of an annular space between two cylinders, with heat
flowing in the outside direction the values for these constantll are:

m=0.119; n= 1.45·104 ; r
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1.270

This configuration resembles our gas core fission reactor, which is a
cylindrical vessel, with the bulk temperature in the middle much higher
than the wall temperature and where the main temperature gradient
builds up in a thin boundary layer. The influence of convective heat
transport in this reactor might therefore be estimated from eqn. (23).
We used the following physical constants
11 = 104
Newton · sec · m-2
p = 10
kg· m-3
Cp = 1.3 · 103 J · kg-1
g = 10
m · sec-2
With these values one obtains Pr= 3.25.
For the calculation of Gr we had to estimate the thickness and the
temperature difference in the boundary layer. We considered a
temperature difference of 6000 K and thicknesses of 1, 5 and 10 mm. The
corresponding values obtained forA/A. from eqn. (23) are:

o= 1 mm;
o= 5mm;
o= 10mm;

Gr8Pr = 3.9 · 102;
Gr8Pr = 4.9 · lo4;
Gr8Pr = 3.9 · lOS;

'AslA.= 1.6

ÀsiÀ = 2.8
À8/À = 5.8.

In the following paragraph we shall account for convective heat transport
by increasing the thermal conductivity by a factor r = A.s'A. which we
usually take equal to 10.

The energy transport model including kinetic heat
transfer
If one accounts also for heat transfer by thermal conductivity the
general model adopted is:
-+

Q- div j = 0

(24)
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-+ -+

-+

(25)

j =ju+ jkin
-+

where ju is given by eqns (1) and (2).
-+

(26)

jkin = -div (À grad T)
The general equation for the stationary case then becomes:
Q + div (D grad u)+ div (À grad T) = 0

(27)

=

Assuming /... constant the differential equation corresponding to
this model is given by
4T4

(~2+ ( T5 +
dz

f...T2) ( ct2T+ ~ dT) =- QT2R2
4-yl)
dz2 z dz
4-yl)

(28)

where
4crsB

r=-c

(29)

Take
(30)

When dissociation and ionization are accounted for, a becomes a
function of T (see eqn. ( 17)). If we take from (28) the factor
À

4yD

3 n(r) crph

.À.

16 crsB
3 p O'ph .À

1

16 crsB k

T

(31)
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defining

3 pcrph A.

(32)

F = --:----:-16crsB k

as a quasi-constant parameter for certain reactor conditions (p and
T wan), then eqn. (28) changes into

4-rJ ( d!y + (Ts +FT)
dz

(~ + ~
dz~

z

dT) =- a(T)

(33)

dz

Ratio of kinetic to radiative heat fluxes
From equations (4), (5) and (15) we obtain for the radiative heat
flux:

~ - 16 kcrsB -r4
Ju=----

3 p O'ph

1

dT -+

R

dz

. j _L

(34)

Take

16kcrsB

(35)

K =-=---3pcrph

then

~
- K'f4 dT -+
Ju=--.-·j_L

R

(36)

dz

Fora pboton scattering cross section.of 2.5·1Q-21 m2 and a total pressure
of 2.5 MPa one obtains
K = 5.7·

w- 16

Neglecting the temperature dependenee of the thermal conductivity, the
kinetic heat flux is given by
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_.
-À
dT ,..
jkin = - . - . j ..L
R dz

(37)

and the ratio becomes, according to eqn. (32)
(39)
Values for the pboton scattering cross section and the thermal
conductivity were estimated in the previous sections. Moreover, by
increasing the therm al conductivity with a factor 10 we took the heat
transfer by convection into account. As we have no exact val ues for these
physical data and for our gas mixture, we made a parametrie study of
their influence on the boundary layer temperature profile. In Table 11 we
give values for the parameter F/6 for various values of À and O'ph·

TABLE ll
Values of F/6 in K4 for various values of À and a-ph; p = 2.5 MPa; see eqn. (32).
Values of À inW.

inm2

w-3

w-2

l.O. w-19

1013
1012

1014

LO. w-21

1011

t.o. 10-22

1010

10 12
1011

1.0. to-20

1013

2.5. 10-21
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4.10-2

10-1

4.10- 1

For further calculations we assumed a value of F = 6 • 1Ql4 K4,
which value corresponds with a pboton scattering cross section of
O'ph = 2.5·1Q-21m2, with a thermal conductivity of
À= 0.04 W.m-l.K-1 and with a conveelion factor ofr = 10.
In Table III we give the ratio of k.inetic to radiative heat transport
forF = 6 • 1Q14 K4.

TABLE lH.
Ratio between .kinetic and radiative heat flux as a tunetion of temperature.
p = 2.5 MPa; crph = 2.5. w-21 m2; ).8 = n = 0.4 W.m-l.K-1.
Temperature

jkinfju

inK

for F = 6.10 14 K4

2500
5500

15.4
0.7
0.25
0.06

7000
10000
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THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN THE "BOUNDARY" LAYER, CLOSE TO THE WALL
The total heat flux through the wall is given by
(40)

jtotal = PIA

where P
A

= the total power
= the area of the wall

From eqn. (36) and (37) we see
1

-[K'f4 +À]·_

dT

PIA

(41)

R dz
Neglecting the power developed in the gas of the "boundary" layer the
mean temperature gradient in this boundary-gas-layer follows directly
from (41 ). The boundary condition is T = T wan at z = 1. To find the
distance r' R - r from the wall at which the gas temperature is Ta we
have. to integrale eqn. (41)

(42)

Then we could calculate the "boundary" layer temperature profile by
numerical solution of eqn. (33), applying an iterative procedure with the
subroutine D02HAF(4) until the right temperature gradients were
obtained.
We calculated two temperature gradients by means of eqn. (41)
- one at the wall, forT = T wall 1800 K, and
- one at an "unknown" distance r' from the wall where T = Ta= 7000 K.
Then the approximate value for r', given by eqn. (42), was inserted in the
subroutine program for eqn. (33). Two approximate temperature
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gradients at the wall and at r' resulted, differing from (41). This
procedure was continued for other values of r' until both temperature
gradients agreed with (41). Actually the subroutine worked in 40
successive steps.

Tempermure
103K

7

14

F:6.10

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

02

04

Q6

Q8 r'mm

Figure 3
Boundary layer temperature profile for F
(32) and (33)). r'

= distance to the wall.
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0 and F

= 6 · 1014 K4 (see eqn.

In Fig. 3 we present the resulting temperature profile, close to the
wall, for F 0 and F = 6 • 10 14 · K4. We want to emphasize that
dissociation and ionization of the gas have been included in these
calculations. Indeed the value of a in eqn. (33) is a function of the
temperature.
From Fig. 3 we see a temperature gradient at the wall of
"'1·107K.m-1
-1·108K.m-1

forF=6·1Q14K4
forF=O.O K4

This shows the influence of the kinetic gas conduction at the wall. As
F "' p · O'ph' À an increase in pressure, in scattering cross section and in
kinetic heat conduction, all will work in favour of a decrease of the very
steep temperature gradient. The NASA roeket propulsion group worked
on all three possibilities [11]. These results are somewhat different as
obtained with subroutine D02HAF (ref. [1]), because of other boundary
conditions (dT/dz = 0 for z = 0).

DISCUSSION

Influence of dissociation and ionization
Because of the dissociation and ionization processes involved, the
fuel concentration decreases more with increasing temperature than was
assumed by Van Dam and Hoogenboom [1]. As a result the power
density, the temperature gradient near the wall and the maximum
temperature in the middle of the core decrease. Comparison of Figures 1
and 2 shows this effect.

The value of the parameter a
Higher values of a result in higher temperature gradients [1 ].
Keeping the total power constant, and consirlering a certain geometrical
configuratîon, a decrease in the volume V of the core will cause an
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increase in the pressure, assuming that the same critical quantity of
uranium is needed. As a is a function of p2 it increases proportionally
with lJV2. In smaller reactors, steeper temperature gradients should be
obtained. However, this simpte reasoning is only true if the kinetic heat
transfer is neglected. The influence of the pressure on the kinetic heat
transfer will be discussed below.

Scattering cross sections for photons -

oph

The absorption cross section for photons, assumed in this work is
oph = 2.5 · w-21 m2. This absorption crosssectionis basedon theoretical
calculations reported by Parks et al. [3]. They correspond with the
experimental valnes measured at a temperature of 1500 K by Schug
et al. [10].
From a point of view of radiative heat transfer the
gas-core-reactor can be considered as a black body at pressores above 2
MPa. In that case Planck's law gives the energy distribution over the total
spectrum and Wien's rule says

Àmax · Tmax 2.897 ·

w-3 m. K

for Tmax = 2000 K we find
for Tmax = 10000 K

Àmax = 1500. w-9 m and
Àmax 300 . w-9 m.

That means that at 10000 K we can ex peet most photons in the blue and
ultra violet part of the spectrum. For that part of the spectrum one should
know <rphoton for UF4, CF4 and F gas. More experimental work will be
needed to get a more reliable value for the scattering (and absorption)
cross section.
In general the following scheme describes the inter-relation of
various parameters, where Î means increasing , and J.. decreasing.
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~ Î dT
dz

Thermal conductivity and convection
Kinetic heat transport becomes important for values of F 2:. 1Ql3.
The dependenee of the thermal eonductivity on temperature can be
eonsidered to be À== const. 'fÜ.75. In the temperature range from 2500 K
to 10000 K this dependenee wou1d inerease the parameter F by a factor of
1 to 3. Consequently, temperatures below whieh kinetic heat transport
beeomes important are inereased by a factor of "' 1 to 1.3.
From Fig. 3 we see that for F == 6 • 1Q14 the boundary layer ö is
about 1 mm thick. For a gas density of 6 • 1Q25 moleculestm3 and a
photon scattering cross section of 2.5 • 10-21 m2 the free path length of a
photon is

(ncrtl == 0.7.

w-5 m
o

which seems reasonable from a point of view of full opacity. As
increases with F, see Fig. 3, and F inereases with the pressure, we can
easily understand why the NASA gas core reactor for propulsion in spaçe
operated at 25 MPa. They used a tangentially injected gas whirl all
around the hot-plasma eore to stabilize it and proteet the wall of the
vessel.

Rate of heat loss from the reactor
The estimated temperature gradient in the gas at the wall keeps
equilibrium with a mean power production of 50 MegaWatt. The total
heat content W in the gas of the reactor is
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W=f.N.R *T,
where N = the initial number of moles in the reactor,
f = the multiplication factor due to dissociation,
R* = the gas constant; 8.37 J · K-1 · moi-1,
T = the mean temperature of the gas.

If we take N = 120, f = 5 and T = 10.000 K then W = 50 Mega Joules.
This means that the rate of heat loss through the walls, for a temperature
gradient of 107 K · m-1 would correspond with half of the heat content
persecond.
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FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS ON
MAGNETO-INDUCTIVE ENERGY
EXTRACT!ON*)

INTRODUCTION
Considering the possibility of magnetic-compression of partially
ionized gases we are faced with a set of hydromagnetic and dynamic
equations describing the interaction of a time-dependent Bfield with the
boundary layer of our plasma [1], [2].
In this chapter we will not try to describe an ideal configuration, necessary for periodic compression and expansion like in a
diesel-generator. Primarily we want to discuss the limitation caused by
the finite electrical conductivity of the plasma and its consequences for
the rate of peneteation of the B-field into the plasma. To do this wedefine
some basic relations from magneto-hydrodynamics for a cylindrical
contiguration as indicated in Figure 1.
A time dependent magnetic field Baround the plasma column will
act as a piston due to the interaction between the induced electric current
.Î in the boundary layer of the plasma and the Bvector. In case of an increasing Bfield the cross-product x B, as indicated in Fig. 1, is directed inward and will compress the plasma if the x force is larger than
the kinetic pressure ofthe plasma [l], [2]. The equilibrium condition is

1

1 B

*> This chapter has been written in close cooperation wilh Prof.Dr. J. Kistemaker [11].
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777771777

Coil

Figure 1.
Cylindrical plasma configuration with a coil around it. The plasma boundary
is pushed inwards by a ,;I.b. x

Bvectorial force and forces the central

column away through the open end of the cylinder.

(1)

with B in Gauss and nikTi for each component of the plasma in cgs units
and ni = particles per unit volume.
In practice this means that a field of lo4 Gauss (1 Tesla) keeps
equilibrium with a plasma of 4 bar, and 5 Tesla with 100 bar. This is only
the case however, if the neutral gas is pushed inward by the current
carrying free electroos in the plasma boundary layer. This happens if the
electron pressure dominates over the gas pressure, requiring
(2)
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Àe is the mean free path length over which the electrons are accelerated
by the induced electric field E. For a 50 Herz B field of lo4 Gauss
(1 Tesla) we find E :::::: 108 Volt cm·l.
For our conditions with a pressure of 25 bar and a temperature
between 2000 and 10.000 K, Ae is 1Q-4 to w-s cm. This means that we
can ex peet electron temperatures of the order of 1000 eV in the boundary
layer, whereas the gas temperature is less than 1 eV. Actually this will
reduce the amount of non-ionized gas in the boundary layer most
effectively.
The condition for compressibility of this partially ionized gas now
reduces to
(nJngas) >

w-3

(2a)

which is the case in (U-C-F) gas mixtures for a temperature above 5000
K, as we will show afterwards.
By the Ohmic resistance of the plasma boundary layer the electron
current is slowed down. This causes a gradual penetration of the B field
into the plasma. We will describe this numerically sub the skin-effect at
the end of this chapter.

MAGNETO INDUCTIVE ENERGY EXTRACTION
Magneto-induction is described by Maxwell's rule
(3)

If the magnetic field surrounding the plasma column varies with time it

causes an induced electric field Ê,perpendicular to B, at the surface of the
plasma. This Ê field accelerates the free electrons in the boundary layer
of me plasma and thus causes an electricai current .1 '8. This causes a
Lorentz-force acting on the plasma boundary equal to

i
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KLorentz

Jx B

(4)

If B increases with time then the Lorentz force compresses the plasma if
the magnetic pressure is bigger than the kinetic pressure in the plasma
(eqn. (1)). But reverse, if this kinetic pressure becomes higher due to
extra nuclear heating in the compression phase of a "diesel" engine, then
the plasma expands, conesponding with a negative Lorentz force,
therefore a deercase in resp. Ewhich causes a reduction and eventually
inversion of the B field. This is observed in the external transfarmer
feeding the coil generating the magnetic field and which is part of an
asciilating LC-system. It makes it possible to extract part of the extra
nuclear energy in a purely inductive way, not using electrades in contact
with the plasma.
This methad should not be confused with MHD which essentially
uses solid state electrades in direct contact with the hot plasma. On the
contrary inductive extraction is only based on compression and
expansion of the plasma by means of an externally applied magnetic
piston, rnaving with a frequency of the order of 50 Herz. During the
compression phase and the "hold on" periad the fissionable gas-plasma in
the reactor is "super critica!" and develops extra energy raising the
pressure. This extra energy helps to push the magnetic field (piston) back
to its initia! position. The excess nuclear energy transfarms for about
30% into the LC feeder of the magnetic field and can directly be used as
AC power, 50 Herz. This magnetic piston is clean and free from erosion.
At the end of the expansion phase we need a regenerator to extract the
therm al "waste" in 1o-2 seconds from the plasma. Th is comes instead of
the "normal" exhaust pipe of a cambustion engine and brings the plasma
back in its original state (p 1, T 1), readytostart a new cycle.
A diesel generator model, based on a gas-core fission reactor is
presented in Fig. 2 and a schematic (P,V) diagram in Fig. 3. Both
drawings are only a basis for discussion. They do nat give exact design
numbers.

1
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Consumer
Net

Figure 2
A G.C.F.R. diesel generator model. Size of the reactor chamber A is 2 or 3 m3. In
highest compression the gas in the reactor bas a pressure of the order of 10 MPa at
10.000 K. The magnetic piston should have a magnetic field of 5 Tesla; magnetic
energy per m3 is 10 MJoule. During each compression 0.8 MJoule m-3 new nuclear
energy are generated {fission) by 40 kg UF4 gas {30% U235).
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Figure 3
A schematic (P,V) diagram fora GCFR diesel-engine. The numbers along the axis
only give the order of magnitude.
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The possible frequency of this combustion motor is determined by
a few critical times:
a) the skin effect, which determines a characteristic time for magnetic
field penetration into the plasma;
b) the neutron-regeneration time, which is essentially the time
needed to cool an MeV neutron to thermal energies, and reflect back
inside the reactor;
c) the kinetic time of flight of the plasma over the length of the
piston cylinder;
d) the rate of heat Joss, relative to the heat content of the reactor gas;
e) the rate at which conveelive whirls build up.
To calculate the skin-effect we used Sommerfeld's relation:
2

dskin = fitiJl

(5)

dskin = the skin depth in meters,
11
= the Ohmic resistance in Ohm meters,
Jl
"""the permeability; 47t ·
Henry, m-1 in vacuum,
t
= the penetration time in seconds.

w-7

To keep dskin small in comparison with the dimensions of the piston 11
and t should be small and are of equal importance. Our primary concern
was the Ohmic resistance of the reactor gas. We therefore have studied
the influence of the fluorine potential as well as of additional cesium in
the reactor gas on the Ohmic resistance 11· Our knowledge about the
thermo-chemical properties of our gas mixtures, based on the
SOLGASMIX program and above 6000 K also on the Saha-equation, was
indispensable to calculate the free electron concentration.
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THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A PARTIALL Y IONIZED GAS
The general fluid equation of motion, for any species is
-+

mn

dv

-+

()v -+ ;::t. ~
~ ;::t.
-+
mn(-+(v. v) VJ=enb- vp- mnvv

dt

dt

(6)

m is the mass of an electron
n is the density of free electrons.
-+

The term mnvv represents the transfer of momenturn of free electrons to
the species (gas, ions) and is therefore a friction term.
n cr v

v

is the collision frequency

{7)

To simplify we assume
-+

dV
dt

=

O,

a steady state

;::t. ...

4

{v. v)v = 0,

no turbulence

p

nkT

n is the number of molecules per unit volume

k

1.4 ·
=

V'p

w- 16

1.4. w-23

ergs degree·l
Joules degree· 1, Boltzmann's constant

0,

and get for the electron drift velocity, onder the influence of an applied

...

electric field E
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4

4

eE

(8)

V=-

ffiV

For an electron moving through a plasma it is:
(9)
with
Ve

-Vtherm.,e (ngas + 0 ions) -O'coll.,e

(10)

~therm. should be determined from a Maxwell-distribution. Likewise also
the total collision cross section for momenturn transfer Crcoll.,e is a
mean value for the Maxwell-distribution and averaged over all collision
parameters [3].
4
The electric field E causes a current density

(11)
where

De e2

_ _ is called the conductivity of partially ionized gas.
ffie Ve
The specific resistivity 11 is the inverse:
me
Ilgas + nions
~ · O'coll.,e · Vtherm.,e • (
)

11plasma

De

e

0.9. w-28 gram;

me

=

e

= 4.8. w-10 electr.static units;
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(12)

3kTu2
.
Vtherm.,e = (--) , Wlth Te = Tgas
me
Togo from c.g.s. units into (m· kg· s) units we use the relation
TJ(Ohm.m)

=

9 • 1()9 TJ (c.g.s; e.s.u)

and find
TJpiasma = 1.6 · 10

11 -

O'coll.,e ·Te

112

·(

flgas + nio~ .
-J m Ohm,meters

De

(13)

In this relation O'coll.,e is expressed in m2. Both O'coll and (ng + ~)/ne, the
inverse ionized fraction of the gas, are a f(Tg)· Correction for the
Maxwellian distribution of the free electroos changes the factor 1.6 into
2.4. At temperatures below 10.000 K (1 eV) the collisioncross section
acoll.,e .s. 10- 19 m2 in gases like CH4 [4]. One can expect that CF4 and UF4
will behave in the same way.
Of course there is a need to make the concentration of free
electroos in the plasma as large as possible, for which purpose we
calculated ne as a function of the temperature in our U-C-F mixture. We
also tried to add some cesium to see if this electron-donor could
contribute to the density of free electrons. Below 6000 K the results are
disappointing as can be seen in Table I. In Table 11 and Fig. 4 we
demonstrate that it has little sense to introduce more than 10% Cs in the
gas mixture. The simpte reason is that the fluorine atoms bind practically
all the electroos to form F".
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TABLE I.
Concentration of charged particles in 1022 per m3 in U-C-F-Cs with 10% Cs.
Pressure 2.5 MPa; fluorine potential 5. 7.
Temperature
Species
I:UF +
n
n
es+

2500K

3500K

4500K

6000K

lOOOOK

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

0.63

6.

140.

0.09

2.5

14.

37.

33.

p-

0.09

2.5

14.

24.

4.

e

0.0002

0.01

19.

170.

0.83

TABLE II.
Influence of the cesium concentration.
Concentration ofthe charged particles in to2 2 per m3. Fluorine potential5.7;
T gas 6000 K; 2.5 MPa.

Species

O%Cs

10% Cs

17.0

6.0

1.5

es+

0.0

37.0

140.0

p-

9.5

24.0

65.5

e

7.5

19.0

76.0

I:0 UFn+

50%Cs

This is shown explicitly in Fig. 4. The ionization of CF4, CF3, .... etc.
can be neglected in this temperature range.
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19

2500 3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

Temperature K

Figure 4
Numerical partiele density of the charged species in the system U-C-F-Cs.
Fluorine potential = 5. 7. Pressure is 2.5 MPa. Ratio of available gramatoms
U: C: F: Cs is 0.7 : 0.3 : 4: 1.

Above 6000 K the negative ions ionize (dissociate). All
calculations below 6000 K were done with the SOLGASMIX program.
From 6000 to 10000 K we used the Saha-equation in addition [2]. The
fundamental data up to 6000 K for cesium and carbon fluorine
compounds were taken from Janaf [5]. From 6000 K to 10000 K these
data had to be extrapolated or calculated by the Saha equation.
The fundamental data for uranium fluorine compounds .were
taken from Gurvich & Jungmann [6] and the IAEA hooks [7], [8]. The
ultimate goal was to calculate the specific electrical resistance 11plasma by
means of eqn. (13). Table lil demonstrates the inverse ionized fraction of
our U-C-F gas, with a fluorine potential of 5.7 and 10% added Cs gas, at
a total pressure of 2.5 MPa. Non-ideality of the free electron-gas at
10000 K might cause a decrease ofne with max. 25% (Ch.VII; App. B).
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A direct comparison with the calculations of the electrical
resistance for fully ionized plasmas, as done by Lyman Spitzer [9] is
not allowed. At 10000 K our plasma is only 12% ionized and therefore
the electron drift is mainly determined by collisions of free electrons
with neutral particles. At temperatures above 25000 K the plasma is
TABLE lil.
Calculation of the specific electrical resistance.
Temperature G~ density
TinK
m
ngas
2500
3500
4500
6000
10000

Free electtof Total ion ngas+nions Specific electridensity m- density m- 3
cal resistance Tl
in Ohm meters
ni
ne
Re

70 ·1024
50 · w24
40 · w24
30 · 1024

1. wis
1. 1020
1 . w22
2. w23

18 · w24

11 · w23

2.
5.
3.
7.

1021
w22
w23
w23
18 · w23

-loB
"'106
4000
150
12

1 · w+2
4 · w- 1
4 · w-3
2 · w-4
z · w-5

highly ionized. Then Spitzers' calculations are valid. Between 10000 and
25000 K the resistance stahilizes about 3 ·I0-5 Ohm meters. At 105 K it
has decreased to 1 ·
Ohm meters.

w-5

THE SKIN-DEPTH AND lTS CONSEQUENCES
To calculate the depth of penetration of a moving magnetic front
into an electrically conductive medium we use eqn. (5). With the specific
electrical resistances from Table 111 we find the skin depths of Table IV.
From these data we see that variations on a time scale of to-3 seconds can
be managed at 10000 K if the size of the magnetic piston is much larger
than 7 · 1o-2 meters. At 6000 K the penetra ti on is already 2 · 1o- 1 m in
1o-3 seconds.
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If we use equipment of the size indicated in Fig. 2 of this Chapter,
i.e. of the order of one meter, then hold-on times of 5 · to-3 seconds are
permitted if the plasma is indeed about 10000 K or more.
TABLE IV.
Calculation of the skin-depth.
Temperature
K

Resistivity
Ohm·m

dskininm
t=

2500

1 · w+2

6000

2·
2·

10000

w-4

w-s

w-4 sec

t

= w-3 sec
eh

eh

0.07
0.02

0.2
0.07

t

= w-2 sec
0

0.7
0.2

From Table IV we see also that the gas layer between the plasma
and the cooled-wall, being in the temperature range of
Twall = 1800 K to Tplasma (

>6000 K)

should contain only a minimum quantity of gas. In practice this means
that this badly ionized boundary layer should be as thin as possible, because the magnetic piston has no grip on this gas. The piston essentially
leaks along the walt It is clear now that the temperature profile calculated in Chapter V is decisive for the problem of leakage.along the wall.
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THE EQUATION OF STATE

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to derive an equation of state and
the ratio (Cy/cv) corresponding to our gaseaus system U-C-F-e-ions, in
the temperature range of 2000 K to 10000 K and in the pressure range of
0.1 to 10 MPa.
From Chapter 11 it can beseen that our gaseaus system U-C-F is a
very complicated one. It involves 50 species of a great physical and
chemical variety. From a point of view of molecular composition we
have a mixture consisting of a series of polyatomic gases (up to 12
atoms). However, the amount of the different species present in the
equilibrium compositions at different temperatures and pressures, is
variable. At temperatures up to about 2500 K the main species present
are UF5, UF4 and CF4. With increasing temperature, these molecules
dissociate into lower valent fluorides. At a pressure of 2.5 MPa
dissociation of the carbon fluorides into atomie carbon and fluorine is
completed at about 6000 K, while dissociation of uranium fluorides into
atomie uranium and fluorine is completed at about 8000 K (see
Chapter II, Fig. 6). Ionization of uranium is about 0.01% at a
temperature of 4000 Kandis about 10% at a temperature of 10000 K.
Clearly, these dissociation processes will affect the equation of
state as well as the value of cp and the ratio (Cr/Cv) of our system. In
Chapter VI we suggested the application of the G.C.F.R. as a nuclear
diesel engine. It is obvious that in the "Diesel cycle" these process
parameters are of major importance.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL ASPECTSOF OUR SYSTEM
Influence of temperature and pressure on the dissociation and ionization processes
The initial composition of our gaseous system U-C-F-e-ions
corresponds to the equilibrium composition of this system in contact with
a graphite wall, at a temperature of 2000 K and a pressure of 2.5 MPa.
Throughout this chapter we will only consicter one gramatom ratio:
U : C : F 0. 70 : 0.18 : 4.00. These numbers correspond with a gas
mixture of UF5, UF4 and CF4, with a fluorine potential of 5.7 and in
chemical equilibrium with a graphite wallat 2000 K and 2.5 MPa (see
Chapter Il).
Applying the computer program "SOLGASMIX", we calculated
equilibrium compositions in the temperature range from 2000 K to
10000 K and in the pressure range of 0.1 MP a to 10 MP a. From the
results of these calculations we found the total number of moles and the
corresponding volume occupied by the mixture at every temperature and
TABLE I .
. Total number of moles as a function of temperature and pressure.
Temperature
K

0.10

0.25

0.50

1.00

2.50

5.0

2000

0.879

0.878

0.877

0.877

0.876

0.875

0.873

3000

1.563
2.011

1.367

1.219

1.102

0.998

0.949

0.917

1.909

1.850

1.795

1.708

1.619

1.494

3.553
4.761

3.046
4.396

2.649

2.326

2.062

1.947

1.862

4.031

3.639

3.099

2.691

2.354

4000
5000

Pressure in MPa
10.0

6000
7000
8000

5.173

5.016

4.862

4.638

4.182

3.752

5.376

5.253

5.148

5.031

4.827

4.580

3.308
4.209

9000

5.488

5.402

5.315

5.216

5.072

4.942

4.758

10000

5.547

5.492

5.429

5.347

5.218

5.111

4.991
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Number of
moles

6

5

3

2

r---····----~---·-·--.

2000

4000

-··--

-~·-~

6000

.... - - - -

8000

10000

Temperoture K

Figure 1
Total number of mol es as a function of temperature. Parameter: Pressure in
MPa. Number of gramatoms available: F: U : C = 4.00: 0.70: 0.18.

pressure. The total number of moles corresponding to the different
temperatures and pressures are given in Table 1
In Fig. 1 we present the number of moles as a function of
temperature, for various pressures. We see that certain "irregularities"
manifest themselves in the curves. For example the curve corresponding
to a total pressure of 0.1 MPa shows a slight maximum at a temperature
of 3000 K. A simHar behaviour is obtained for the curves corresponding
to a total pressure of 1.0 to 10.0 MPa, but now at - 4000 K. Moreover,
the slope of the curve corresponding to 0.1 MPa in the temperature range
of 3000 K to 4000 K corresponds to the slope of the "higher pressure"
curves at higher temperatures, i.e.
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~(~)

~(~)

TI 30004000 K

TI 4000-5000 K

0.1 MPa

1 MPa

Kr 6000-7000 K
10 MPa

Above "' 8000 K and at pressures of 0.1 and 1.0 MPa dissociation
processes are practically completed and the increase in number of moles
is due to ionization of uranium atoms. The sudden increase in the number
ofmoles at 3000 K, respectively 4000 Kis due to the dissociation ofCF4
and UF5 in this temperature range, resulting in a large amount of
monoatomie fluorine gas. This is shown in Table II where we present the
increase of the free fluorine (which causes the increase of the total
number of moles) due to the dissociation of the higher valent fluorides.
Tablell.
Equilibrium amounts of higher valent carbon and uranium fluorides for certain
temperatures and pressure.
Temperature
inK

Total pressure
in MPa

Species in moles

2000

0.1

0.49

0.21

0.18

3000

0.1

0.12

0.58

4000

0.1

0.003

0.61

0.02
5.o ·

1.6 ·

w-3

0.69

w-7

1.15

~••••••••••••••••a•••~~·••ooooo••••••••~••~~•*~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oooooooooo•••••

2000

10

0.49

0.20

0.17

1.5

3000

10

0.47

0.22

0.16

0.04

4000

10

0.18

0.51

0.02

0.62

. w-5

In Fig. 2 we present the number of moles as a function of pressure
for various temperatures. We see that the influence of pressure on the
dîssociation processes is strongest at 3000 K and 6000 K. From both
figures it can be seen that at a temperature of 2000 K and at temperatures
above 8000 K the influence of pressure on the dissociation processes is
small. As mentioned already above, at 2000 K no appreciable extra disso-147 -

Number of
mol es

71
6
_;f:10000

3

Pressure P MPa

Figure 2
Total number of moles as a function of the pressure. Parameter: Temperature
in K. Number of gramatoms available: F: U : C = 4.00: 0.70: 0.18.

ciation of uranium and carbon fluorides occurs in our system while at
temperatures above 8000 K all the dissociation processes are completed.
The concentrations of dimers and C3, C4, C5 species increase at higher
pressures, but their mole fractions stay below 1Q-3. From Fig. 1 and
Fig.2 we see that our gaseous system is a very complicated one.
Dissociation processes of various components depend each in their own
way on temperature and pressure. Therefore the "normal" equation of
state corresponding to the ideal gas law cannot be applied here.
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A numerical equation of state
The total number of moles in Table I corresponds with the degree
of dissociation and ionization at various temperatures and pressures. This
total number of moles implies a volume V, to be calculated by
P·V

(1)

n(P,T) · R · T

n(P,T) is the total number of moles. In Fig. 3a we present the pressure P
as a function of the volume V, with the temperature T as a parameter,
according to eq. (1) and Table I. T is a parameter and n(P,T) varies with
it. (Pa• Va) at 2000 K and 0.1 MPa correspond with a volume of 0.15 m3
and n(total) = 0.879 moles.

Pressure P
MPo

Figure 3a.
A (P,V) diagram for the gaseous system U-C-F-e-ions, accounting for dissociation and ionization. Parameter: Temperature in K. Number of gramatoms
available: F: U: C

4.00: 0.70: 0.18.
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Pressure P
MPa

90j

s.oi

lOl

wk~.
0.02 .

0.04

0.06

ODS

0.10

3
Volume V m

0.12

0.14

0.16

Figure 3b
A (P,V) diagram according totheideal gas law: PV = niRT wbere Dj_=
constant = 0.879.

For comparison we present in Fig. 3b a (P,V) diagram for anideal gas,
with a fixed number of moles n(i) 0.879.
Comparison of both figures shows:
-in fig. 3b: for V= 0.1 m3 (6000 K; 0.5 MPa) ~ (10000 K; 0.8 MPa)
-in fig. 3a: for V= 0.1 m3 (6000 K; 1.7 MPa) ~ (10000 K; 4.2 MPa)
which demonstrales not only the enormous increase of P due to
dissociation, but moreover the irregular behaviour as a function of
temperature.
Per definition the compressibility factor for a real gas is given
by
C = (P · V)/

(R · T)

(2)
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where V is the molar volume of the gas at the temperature T (see Ch.ll).
From equation (1) we see that C n(P,T). An increase in temperature
always results in extra dissociation, giving a larger volume than expected
from the ideal gas law. This makes it possible to normalize the concept of
compressibility, relative to an ideal gas, by
C = n(P,T) I n(i)

(3)

From Fig. 1 we see that C varies between 1 and 6.
This means that our gaseaus system is less compressible than an
ideal gas. An identical volume will contain less gas than expected from
the i deal gas law.
In order to get a mathematical expression for the equation of state
we try
lotog P = a lOJog V + b

(4)

log P

Figure 4.
LogPas a function of log V; P = Pressure in MPa; V= Volume in m3.
Parameter: Temperature in K. System: U : C : F : e : ions. Number of
gramatoms available: F: U: C

4.00: 0.70: 0.18.
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The values for P and V from Fig. 3a are plotted in Fig. 4, according to
eq.(4). We see for every temperature a straight line. Of course "a" and
"b" are temperature dependent In order to find the numerical values of
these coefficients for every temperature, the values of P and. V as a
function of temperature were introduced in a computer program to
obtain a "least square fit" [1]. The agreement between the "introduced"
values ofP and the "calculated" ones was within ..... 5%. The values ofthe
coefficients "a" and "b", as obtained for various temperatures are given
in Table 111. As can be seen, the value of "a" is close to -1. From a point
of view of physical interpretation the coefficient "a" corresponds to the
increase in pressure due to compression. For an ideal gas a = -1. Because
of "recombination" processes of dissociated molecules at higher
pressures the increase in pressure is less: lal < 1 as can be seen in
Table lil. The resulting empirical equation of state is

p. v-a(T) = 1Qb(T)

(5)

Tableill.
The coefficients "a'' and "b" of the equation "log P = a log V + b " as a
tunetion of temperature. Pin atm.; V in liters.
Temperature in K

a

b

9QOO

-0.998
-0.899
-0.941
-0.880
-0.859
-0.904
-0.959
-0.969

2.16
2.31
2.67
2.76
2.93
3.18
3.42
3.51

10000

-0.976

3.58

2000
3000
4000

5000
6000

7000
8000
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Correlations between Cp and Cv
For a correct thermadynamie description of cyclic processes
happening in a fast running Nuclear Diesel Engine, as indicated in Ch. VI,
one has to know the ratio cp I cv (P,T). First we will try to calculate
values of cp for our dissociating mixture. As these dissociation processes
are strongly temperature and pressure dependent, values of Cp have to be
calculated according to the relationship:

(6)
is the equilibrium male fraction (Chapt.II),
is the specific heat of species i, as we used them in
Chapt. II for the input into the SOLGASMIX
program,
total number of species.

fi(P,T)
cp,i(T)

N
Mldiss(P •T)

is the mean dissociative heat required (i.e. the extra
energy due to dissociation) to raise the temperature
of one mole of our initial gas mixture (FP = 5.7)
through one degree, at a temperature T and a
pressure P.

This dissociative heat can be calculated exactly according to the
relationship:
Ji
lln·
Mldiss(P,T) = [ ~ fi(P,T) · ~iss,i (T)

1
1
. llT ninit

1=1

(7)

where L\hdiss,i is the heat of dissociation of species i at the temperature T
;l ni

is the increase in number of rnales of species i per degree

llT

is the total number of rnales initially present at 2000 K.
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As a first approximation we shall consider in our calculations that
8hdiss,i (T) is the same for all species i; it will be denoted by ~iss (T).
We also have to consider a mean mole fraction of dissociating species
fdiss(P,T) = L\n I ii (P,T),
where L\n is the increase in the total number of moles for AT,
n(P,T) is the mean total number of moles.
Eqn. (7) then reduces to
(7a)

For the temperature range of 2000 K to 4000 K, UF5 is the main
dissociating species. Therefore we consider in this temperature range
8hdiss = 4.3 · lOS · J mole-l

(Ch.II, Fig. 6a and Table 111)

For the temperatures above 4000 K (where UF5 bas decomposed
already) we take
8hdiss (T > 4000 K)

5.5 · lOS· J mole-l .

These are approximate mean values for the species present at these
temperatures. For An I AT and ÏÏ we considered the values given in
Table I for a total pressure of 2.5 MPa.
Denote by A the first term of eqn. (6), i.e.

In Table IV we give values of A, of the dissociative heats AHdiss and of
the cp's, as calculated by eqn. (6).
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TableiV
Tentative values of cp fora total pressure of 2.5 MPa; FP
Temperature

A

fdiss

J · mole- 1 K- 1

inK

0.13

2500

Mldiss
J · mole-l K-1

5.7.

Cp
J · mole-l K-1

128

9

137

3500

0.52

81

174

255

4500

0.19

60

35

95

5500

0.41

43

267

310

6500

0.33

30

224

254

7500

0.14

25

57

82

8500

0.04

24

6

30

9500

0.03

23

3

25

To find the ratio (cp I cv) we take as a first approximation the ideal gas
behaviour

Assuming this we negleer the difference between the heat of dissociation
in our system at constant pressure, relative to the heat of dissociation at
constant volume. The resulting preliminary (cp I Cv) are given in Fig. 5.
To find more exact values of (cp I cv) we have to use the exact
thermodynamic equation:
Cp - Cv

aP

=

T (_

dT

av
)v · (- )p
dT

(8)

and use for the relation between P, V and T the Equation of State (5),
based on the SOLGASMIX results.
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150

1.30

1.10
100

2000

4000

6000

10000

Temperoture K

Figure S.
The values of JC = '1> I cv for our gas mixture as a function of the temperature,
for P = 2.5 MPa and FP = 5.7. cp is defined by eqn. (6) and Cv= Cp- R.

The exponents
a(T) and b(T)
include the pressure dependenee of the dissociative processes for a
eertaio value ofT.
According to ref. [13] equation (8) can be written in the fmm:

(9)
in which the expansion coefficient

a is
for our s ystem

a

=

-a-2 (In P- b·ln 10) (daldT)- a·l ln 10 (db/dT)
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(10)

(lOa)

~

and the compressibility coefficient

for our system

(11)

(11a)

;The temperature intervals of 1000 K, as taken in Table lil, are too big to
get reliable values of (cp/cv) basedon this approach. More work will be
necessary.

Consequences for adiabatic processes
The above results are of importance for a correct thermadynamie
description of cyclic processes happening in a fast running Nuclear
Diesel Engine as indicated in Chapter VI. Consicter the (P,V) loop
integral over Fig. 3 from that chapter. The first law of thermodynamics
tells us:
Q= ~ dU + ~ PdV

(12)

bere Q is the extra nuclear energy produced due to compression,
uring the "hold on" time (t2 ~ t3). Part of that heat is tumed into work
nd the rest heats the gasmixture in the Diesel engine. This work fraction
hould be optimized, as it directly can be converted into electricity.
1/lC

~ PdV =!~
1C

1

PdV

1/lC

p-l/K dP

-1 ~
3

and

1C

J

p-1/lC dP

PdV are zero (dV=O).

4
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(13)

c1 and c2 are functions of

fi

ni RT

1C = (Cp/Cy) = x:(P,T).

Considering the variations in x: in Fig. 5 of this Chapter we will have to
do the integrations along the trajectories (1 -+ 2) and (3-+ 4) step by
step.
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APPENDIX A
Classical Deviations from ldeality
In order to estimate the deviation from ideality of our gaseous
U-C-F mixture as a consequence of its "fugacity" (see Chapter II), we
shall proceed as follows:
1) At 2000 K our gaseous mixture consists mainly of UF5 , UF4 and
CF4. We will estimate its fugacity from the critical data available for
UF6 andCF4 .
2) At higher temperatures dissociation occurs and finally only the
monoatomie gases, U, C, F are present. As no critical data are
available for these species we shall consider analogous data reported
in lirerature forsome ideal gases [14].
TableAl
Critical properties and Van der Waals constants.
Species

Crit.Temp.

K

228

[4]

Crit.Press.
atm.

37

a

b

12 atm

.Q.

mole2

mole

[4]

4.09*

0.064*

12.29**

0.085**

17.52**

0.12**

518

[5]

63

[9]

505

[6]

50

[10]

516

[7]

44

[11]

522

[8]

Ar

[14]

151

48

1.345

0.03219

Kr

[14]

209

54

2.318

0.03978

Xe

[14]

290

58

4.194

0.05105

* calculated according to the relationship [4]
** from mean values ofTe= 515 K.
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a = 27 b2 Pc;

b = RTc I 8 Pc

In Table A1 we give the critical properties and the corresponding
Van der Waals constauts for CF4 , UF6 and some ideal gases.

Estimation of the fugacities at 2000 K
Values of fugacity coefficients, 'Y = f/p (see Chapter II}, as a
tunetion of reduced temperature and pressure are given in ref. [1], up to
a reduced temperature of Tr = 3.0. Fora temperature of 2000 K and total
pressures of 1 atm and 25 atm, the reduced values corresponding with the
critical data of Table A 1 are:

CF4 :Tr=8.8
UF6: Tr = 3.9

forP= 1 atm

forP

Pr =0.027
Pr =0.019

Pr=0.68
Pr=0.48

=

25 atm

For all of these values we may estimate from Fig. 11-2 of Ref. [1] a
fugacity coefficient of f/p < ...., 1.03. Therefore the deviation from
ideality, as a consequence of molecular attraction andrepulsion forces, as
wen as of molecular volumescan he estimated to he less than "' 3%.

Moreover, we can calculate the fugacity for CF4 as follows:
The explicit expression for the fugacity of a gas oheying the Van
der Waals equation of state is given by:
RT
b
lnf=ln--+
v-b
v-b

2a

RTv

where v = molal volume.
This expression has been derived [12] from the relationship:
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(Al)

P

RTin f/P=

f
0

RT
(v--)dP
p

where dP corresponds to the Van der Waals equation of state, i.e.
RT
2a
dP= -~ dv +---:rdv
(v-b)

v

Consirlering equation Al fora temperature of 2000 K, we obtain with the
data reported in Table Al the following fugacities
- for a pressure P = 1 atm fCF

4

=

1.0004

- fora pressure P = 25 atm fCR = 25.29
4

It has to be emphasized that the fugacity coefficients reported by Smith
[ 1] are based on ex perimental compressibilities of 1.0 to 1.1, for quasi
inert, non-dissociating gases. From Fig. 4 of this chapter, we can
see however that because of the dissociation processes the
compressibility of our mixture reaches valnes of 5 to 6.

Estimation of the fugacities at higher temperatures
Consirlering temperatures of 4000 K and higher and the critical
temperatures reported in Table Al we see that reduced temperatures in
the order of magnitude of "" 10 to 20 are obtained. For these
temperatures and for reduced pressores in the order of 0.5 to 1.0,
fugacity coefficients of about 1.02 are obtained [ 15]. For higher
temperatures the fugacities are approaching 1.00.
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APPENDIX B
Deviation from Ideality due to looization
Our system consists of a high temperature and high density gas
which for the bigger part is assumed to beat (2.5 MPa; 10.000 K). From
Table I, Ch. VI, we see that the density of free electrons is De =
(1.7) · 1Q18 cm-3, and from Table III, Ch. VI that
(ngas + Dtons> /11e = 12.
We try to give an analogous description of Debye and Hückel's
theory [ 16] for the mean molar activity coefficient y
(Bl)

'Ye is defined in Ch.II
we is the work to be done if two electroos approach each other
from infinity up to a distance rnebye·
(B2)

L is the number of Loschmidt (6.0) · 1Q23 mote-l.
The distance roeb. indicates the boundary of a sphere around an ion or
electron where the mean electrostatic interaction between both
approaching particles is equal to the mean thennal energy of the gas
(plasma) [17]
(B3)
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Te
k
R
e

is the temperature of the free electron gas ( 1Q4 K)
is Boltzmann's constant (1.4 · 10-16 ergs· K-1)
is LK = 8.3 · 107 ergs· mole-l · K-1
is the electron charge= 4.8 · 10-10 electr.stat.units
4n is the dielectric constant for vacuum.
This Debye radius defines a cross section for interaction between
charged particles in a dense medium. Chen [17] gives a criterium for the
number of particles Noeb which should be inside such a Debye sphere
Noeb

1380 T3/2 n-112 >> 1

(B4)

For our plasma this total number of particles (ions, electrons and
neutrals) is about 10 which is very meagre according to Chen. For 10
MPa it wöuld be better already.
In the above plasma is
roebye

55 .

w-s cm (55 Ángström)

and
In Ye = - 0.30

and Ye = 0.75.

This means that the actual pressure of the electron gas is at least 75% of
the pressure predicted by chemical equilibrium. The "excess" Gibbs Free
Energy, due to the presence of electrons and i ons in our nuclear plasma,
is given by
e

Gresidual

RTL n·ln
'IJ.
1
11

(13]

2.5 · 1010 ergs mole-l or
0.6 Kcal moie-1.
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This is about 0.3% of the total Gibbs Free Energy of our reactor
gas-mixture as calculated with the computer program SOLGASMIX.
Non-ideality of the electron gas hardly influences the chemical
equilibria. The electron density, and therefore the electrical conductivity
is reduced by maximum 25%.
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STATE OF THE ART
A Survey ofthe Work

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the thennodynarnic
behaviour of a critical quantity of gaseous uranium-fluorides in chernical
equilibrium with a graphite walt. Frorn the very beginning we
considered a container with cooled walls. As it was evident that a nuclear
reactor working with gaseous fuel should run at rnuch higher
temperatures than classical LWR or HTGR reactors, we did most of our
investigations for walls with a surface ternperature of 1800 to 2000 K.
We supposed that such a surface temperature wou1d be technologically
possible fora heat load between 1 and 5 MWatt m-2. Cooling with high
pressure helium-gas bas to keep balance with this heat flux. The technical
construction of such a wall will be a problern in itself. We thinkthat the
experiences with re-entry-vessels in space-technology can be used.
A basic assurnption in all our calculations is that the U-C-F reactor
gas "sees" a graphite wall, possibly graphite tiles supported by heat
resistant rnatenals like SiN2, SiC2 and at a lower ternperature level by
niobium-steel. Such a gastight cornpound-systern is not necessarily of
high-tensite strength rnaterials. It bas to be surrounded by a cooled
neutron moderator-reflector which in its turn must be supported by a
steel-wall at room ternperature holding pressure of the order of 100 bar
( 10 MPa). The design of such a compound-wan is a task for the future.
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EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS IN THE REACTORGAS
In the Chapters 11 and lil our primary interest was to investigate
the chemical behaviour of the U-C-F reactor gas in the temperature
range of 2000 to 10000 K, at pressures of 1 to 3 MPa. In Chapter III we
added the influence of actinide production as weU as of fission products
on the chemical balance. Some consequences of a local fuel cycle,
cleaning the gas from fission-products and recycling the actinides are
investigated in Chapter 111.
The calculation of chemical equilibria in these very complex gas
mixtures has been possible by the application of Eriksson's SOLGASMIX
computer program on a SARA-Cyber 750 computer. The most recent
basic data about the 52 molecules playing a role in these equilibria were
available from the Materials Development Division in HarweiL Some
interesting results became available.
In Chapter 11 we found:
For a wide range of fluorine-potentials and with the graphite waU
as essential part of the chemical system, there are always stabie gas
compositions. Uranium prefers to be in the gaseous phase. Various
uranium-fluorides, depending on temperature and pressure, are
present.
The chemical composition in the boundary gas-layer at (1800 to
3000 K; 1 to 3 MPa) applying various fluorine-potentials (FP) is:
for FP< 4.5 UF4 dominates UF5 ; there are traces of carbon fluorides,
for FP > 5.0 to 5.7 UF4 and UF5 concentrations areabout equal,
for FP = 5.0 at 2500 K and 2.5 MPa the ratio of C!U in the gas is
about 0.15.
the condensation point of UF4 , in the equilibrium system, is a
function of FP fora fixed pressure. At 2.5 MPa it varies
1850 Kat FP = 5.7
from
2030 K at FP = 4.5
to
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dissociation is nearly complete above 7000 K;
ionization starts at 6000 Kandis about 10% at 10000 K.

NUCLEAR-IMPLICATIONS IN CUEMISTRY
In Chapter 111 we follow the chemical equilibria in a fumctioning
nuclear gas-core reactor, producing 50 MWatt thermal energy on a
continuous basis, and with an initial hold-up of 28 kg of uranium (30%
U235) in a U-C-F gas mixture. The nuclear reactions caused by the
neutron-flux, and changing the nuclear composition of the fuel in say 5
years of continuous operation and recycling of the reactor gas, were
calculated with the ORIGEN-computer program. The nuclear activity
had to be maintained at the same level in the course of time.
To keep the concentration of the fission products and their
fluorides low, we introduced alocal fuel cycle (gas-loop) with three tasks
(Figure 1)
to supply fresh, enriched UF6 gas
to extract used, depleted U-C-F reactor gas
to clean the continuouslyrecycling U-C-F gas stream from fission
products by physical methods (centrifugation or fractionized
destillation).
A continuous flow rate of 3 cm3 sec-1 reactor gas to be extracted at (2.5
MPa; 2000 K) will refresh the total reactor volume, 7 m3 at (2.5 MPa;
6000 K) in about 200 hours.
In Chapter III we present some results obtained by means of
ORIGEN. We considered the influence on chemical equilibria, but no
technica! details of the fuel cycle.
Some of the most important results are:
The fuel composition after 5 years (Table IV)
a) half of the u238 has been replaced by u236
b) the Pu-concentration reaches 4 percent. The isotopic composition
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is very unfavourable for bomb production as tbe Pu contains
mainly even-nuclei.
The fission-product inventory after 200 hours (Table III)
a) total quantity 440 grams
b) special attention has to be given to
- SrF2 ; boiling point 2760 K, and
- Lantbanum-group fluorides; boiling point 2500 K.
- The vapour pressures of PuF4 and PuF3 (Fig. 2)
a) tbe vapour pressure of PuF4 is higher tban of UF4 , which means
that it can be recylced.
b) tbe vapour pressure of PuF3 is about a factor thousand lower than
of PuF4 , which means that it is at tbe edge of condensation after 5
years recycling and witb a surface wall temperature of 2000 K;
2.5 MPa.
- The refreshment time of 200 hours is far too long to avoid condensation of SrF2 and lanthanum-fluorides; 2 hours would be better
requiring a flow rate from tbe reactor of= 300 cm3 sec-1 (at 2000 K,
2.5 MPa).
- The chemical influence (Table VI) on tbe wall corrosion is not big
a) 200 hours build up of fission-products gecreases tbe (C/U) ratio in
tbe gas phase with about 2 percent.
b) 5 years build up of actinides increases tbe (C/U) ratio witb about
one percent.

CDRROSION IN A G.C.F.R.
A fundamental problem in the maintenance of a gas core reactor is tbe
uncontrolled removal of wall material and deposition at places where we
do not want it. These phenomena are usually called "corrosion". The
U-C-F reactor gas mixture being in chemical equilibrium witb tbe solid
graphite wall high carbon-contents can be expected at high temperatures.
At low temperatures the carbon-content decreases drastically. In Fig. 3
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of Chapter IV we see a factor 10 difference in the ratio Ne = [C/U]
between 3000 and 1700 K. This ratio is less sensitive for the pressure
(Fig. 1), but it goes proportional with the fluorine potential between FP =
4.5 and 5.7 (Fig. 2), Ne increasing a factor 7. So
- Continuous Flow. at constant FP and T
a) gas expansion causes corrosion on the low pressure side
b) gas compression causes deposition on the high pressure side
- Bia Gas Transpons through various pressure and temperature
regimes in a working G.C.F.R., with refreshment cycle, can lead to
big corrosion problems. Only by choosing well programmed (T, P
and FP) combinations along the gas flow-line one can hope to avoid
corrosion and blocking of pipelines.
- The Time Scales of various transportation mechanisms like pressuredriven flow, spontaneous conveetion and diffusion, are all of the
order of one second, which is long in comparison with chemica!
reaction rates (lQ-7 to w-9 seconds). Macroscopie movementsof the
gas determine corrosion rates and should be avoided.
The answer to these problems might be the Stepped Flow method:
- Stepped Flow, with constant F.P. and simultaneous sudden changes in
P and T can happen without change in Ne· That means no corrosion or
carbon deposition. Examples are:
- (2400 K; 3.0 MPa) to (2080 K; 0.1 MPa)
- (2000 K; 2.5 MPa) to (1700 K; 0.1 MPa)
at any F.P. between 5.0 and 5.7.
The importance of this metbod is not only that direct corrosion in the
recipient is avoided, but also that the gas mixture at (1700 K; 1 bar) can
be much better handled for cleaning. It is less corrosive than at (2100 K;
30 bar).
A stepped expansion can be realized via a "Laval-düse" or simply
an orifice in a thin membrane. High pressure on one side, low pressure
on the other, with well chosen wall temperatures. Stepped compression is
the same as pellet injection.
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Convection driven by temperature differences inside a working G.C.F.R.
wil corrode material away at a local rate of 2 mm graphite per year, per
degree temperature difference, until the local cooling of the wall has
become more effective, and the temperature difference eliminated (self
sta hilization of the wall).

THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE INTHEREACTOR
The temperature distribution as calculated by Van Dam &
Hoogenboom, basedon radiative heat transfer only, has been improved
in Chapter V by taking into consideration
a power density directly proportional with the density of uranium
carrying molecules. Due to dissociation and ionization, being a
function of the temperature, the density of uranium carrying particles
in the middle of the reactor is a factor 8 lower than for a model in
which UF4 is not dissociating.
- kinetic heat transport, laminar as well as convective.
Both additions give a decrease in the calculated maximum temperature in the centre of the hot reactor from about 20000 K to about
12000 K
for a power P = 50 MW thermal
a cylindrical shape with R = 0.56 m
a cooled wall area A= 10m2
a gas pressure p = 2.5 MPa
a wall surface temperature Twall = 1800 K.
The mean temperature gradient (dT/dz)b in the boundary gas
layer is determined by equation 41, which can also be written as

-(KT4 + À) _

1 dT
(-) bou d
R2 dz
n·

=

P/(A.R)
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in which
K

16 ks O'ss • (3pO'photonY 1

O'photon

= 2.5. w-21 m2 per molecule (mean value).

P/(A.R)
KT4

= normalized power density "" R-3
= Ûle radiative heat conduction coefficient, which is

"" p·l "' V ...;.. R+3
= Ûle effective kinetic heat conduction coefficient,
which we have taken a factor 10 larger than Ûle
laminar coefficient in Ûle boundary gas, to incorporate convection,
À= 0.4 Watt m-1 sec·l, about independent of R.
We define: as ias blanket, Ûle gas layer, protecting and insulating Ûle wall
from me hot reactor gas in which À~ KT4. The ratio ÎJ(KT4) - R-3
becomes more important for higher values of p ...... R-3, Ûlat means for
smaller reactors. Then we find that Ûle size of me gas blanket is
determined by a temperature Ta, corresponding to:

Ta4 "" pO'phÀ.
=

5000K for

p = 2.5 MPa and O'ph = 2.5 • w- 21 m2tmolecule
.......1
dT
-(-)
d = PR/AÀ. for À.>> K1 ~
00
dz
un ·

With a wall surface temperature of 1800 K this gradient would give a
thickness for the blanket of only 0.5 mm, which is not enough as the free
path length for the photons is 0.7 • w-2 mm.
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This interesting result indicates that it will be necessary to
increase the surface area A with a factor 4 without changing R
(concenttic construction). Moreover the pressure wilt probably rise with
a factor 5 to about 12.5 MPa due to the dissociation, which in its turn
increases Ta toabout 7500 K. Then the blanket will be about 4 mm thick
which seems reasonable.

ABOUT THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE
GAS

In order to investigate the possibility of magneto-inductive energy
extraction we investigated in Chapter VI
what is the degree of ionization in our gas mixture (U-C-F) between
3000 and 1()(X)() K?
what is the concentration of free electroos in this same trajectory?
is it possible to increase the free electron concentration by addition of
an electron-donor like cesium?
Below 6000 K the results were disappointing. The degree of ionization
at 4000 K is only 0.01 %, and
at 6()(X) K it is 3.6%.
The concentrations of free electroos are a factor 3 lower due to the
formation of negative fluorine (F-) ions. But above 6000 K these
negative ions loose their electron. Addition of a few percent of cesium
has only a minor influence on the above phenomena (Table II). From a
technological point of view it is unlikely that higher concentrati ons of Cs
will be used. Better avoid it completely.
In Chapter VI we also discuss the conditions necessary for
compression of a "cool", partially ionized plasma by means of a fast
moving magnetic "piston".
If the temperature of the free electron gas is below 1 eV then (nefngas)
should be more than 1: 1000 to realize an effective drag of the
electroos on the neutral gas. This is the case above 5000 K.
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To get a Lorentz-force x B, larger than the pressure of the plasma,
the indoeed electrical current should be big enough. This requires
a low Ohmic resistance. Por a partially ionized "cool" plasma this
resistance is proportional with (ngas + nions)lne. At 6000 K this
fraction is 150, corresponding with an Ohmic resistance of 2.104
Ohm meters. At 10000 K the fraction has decreased to 12, giving
2.1
Ohm meters.
- To keep the skin-penetration dçpth of the magnetic field, in the time
scale of the Diesel cycle, relatively small the Ohm ie resistance of the
plasma should be low enough.
In Table IV we demonstrate that for a time of to-3 seconds a
plasma temperature of 10000 K is required to limit the penetration depth
to 0.07 meters. In that case the resistivity of the plasma is 2.to-5 Ohm
meter. From this table we see that it is necessary for this type of reactor
to maintain the bulk of the plasma on 10000 K or more, and keep the
"cool" boundary layer at the wallas thin a possible. In fact the varying
magnetic field passes through plasma at 6000 K or cooler without
dragging the gas with it. The very steep temperature gradients obtained
in Chapter V are from this point of view very favorable, as then the
"leaking" of gas between the magnetic piston and the wall will be
minimized.
-

J

o-s

THE EQUATION OF STATE
Having recognized the physical possibility to compress "cool"
plasmas, at temperatures above 6000 K, we were faced with a thermodynamic description of the quasi-adiabatic compression-expansion cycle
of a nuclear Diesel-generator. To do these calculations one has to know
- the equation of state of the gas mixture
- the ratio (cr/cv) as a tunetion of pressure and temperature.
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Some results are presenred in Chapter VIL
Between 2000 K and 10000 K the number ofmoles multiplies with a
factor 5. The numerical relation
py-a(T) = lQb(T)

-

describes the phenomenological behaviour; a= 0.95 and is not very
sensitive forT; b(T) increases monotonically from 2.16 at 2000 K to
3.58 at 10000 K.
We present a correlation for the calculation of cp(T) values corresponding to our gaseous mixture. In this correlation one has to account
for two phenomena:
a) the variadon in the mean value of cp(P,T) as calculated from the
cp,i(T) values of every species i and the equilibrium composition
(first term of eqn. (6));
b) the dissociative heat, i.e. the extra energy required due to
dissociation, which is pressure and temperature dependent
In Table IV we give tentative values of these two terrns and the
corresponding cp values, for a total pressure of 2.5 MPa. In the
temperature range of 5000 K to 7000 K the dissociative heat exceeds
the specific heat by a factor of 8. Above 8000 K the specific heat is
dominant.
In Fig. 5 we give preliminary values of cp I cv, neglecting the
difference between the heats of dissociation at constant pressure and
at constant volume. Due to the dissociation processes, the ratio cp I cv
is very low ( 1.03 to 1.1) between 2000 and 7000 K. Above 7000 K the
ratio cp I cv increases steeply up to ...... 1.5 at 9500 K.
For the understanding of the complex processes happening in a
nuclear Diesel-engine the (P,V) loop integral from Fig. 3, Chapter
IV, will have to be calculated step by step. Just in the important
temperature trajectory between 6000 and 10000 K the value of
(c~cv) changes drastically.
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In two appendices to Chapter VII we estimated the influence of
non-ideality of the gasses in our mixture on the chemical composition.
These effects are of the order of one percent, except for the
concentration of free electrous which might be maximum 25 percent
lower than expected from chemica! equilibrium calculations in Chapter
II and VI.
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SAMENVATTING
Het doel van deze studie was om inzicht te krijgen in het
thermodynamische gedrag van een kritisch mengsel van U-C-F gas, dat
kontinu 50 MegaWatt thermisch produceert gedurende langere tijd. Wij
beschouwden hiertoe meestal een volumen van de orde van enkele m3 bij
een druk van 2.5 MPa (25 atmosfeer) waarin 150 molen UF4 , UF5 en
CF4. De wand van zo'n reaktorvat is van grafiet en staat op 1700 tot 2200
Kelvin, terwijl de grote massa, "bulk", van het gas op ca 10000 K staat.
Indien men verrijkt uranium met 30% u235 gebruikt zijn ca 28 kg U
voldoende om dit vermogen te leveren. De technische realisatie van zo'n
installatie is niet het onderwerp van deze studie. Primair wilden wij
weten hoe het systeem U-C-F in chemisch evenwicht met de wand zich
gedraagt en in hoeverre dit gedrag door het ontstaan van splijtprodukten
en hogere actiniden wordt beïnvloed. Bovendien lag het voor de hand om
een onderzoek te doen naar de temperatuurverdeling in het reaktorgas en
te kijken of de elektrische geleidbaarheid van dit gasmengsel manipulatie
m.b.v. variabele magneetvelden mogelijk zou maken. In dat geval is het
in principe mogelijk om een deel van de ontwikkelde kernenergie aan het
systeem te onttrekken langs induktieve weg in een elektromagnetische
Dieselgenerator. De bestudering van zo'n snellopende cyclische
verbrandingsmotor konfronteert de onderzoeker met quasi-adiabatische
kompressie en expansie van het reaktorgas. Het is noodzakelijk hiertoe de
toestandsvergelijking van het gasmengsel te kennen, evenals de
verhouding van de soortelijke warmten bij konstante druk en/of
volumen, in het totale temperatuur trajekt van 2000 tot 10000 Kelvin.
Het equivalent van energieproduktie door verbranding van
koolwaterstoffen in een "gewone" Dieselmotor is hier de energie
ontwikkeld door snel toenemende kernsplijting bij verdichting van een
nukleair-kritisch gasmengseL De tijdschaal waarop deze processen
moeten plaats hebben is van de orde van een honderdste sekonde. In dat
geval is direkte konversie van door kernsplijting verkregen warmte in
elektromagnetische energie mogelijk (wisselstroom bij ca 100 Herz).
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Het kernenergetische deel van dit onderzoek was en is in handen
van deskundigen van ECN (Petten) en IRI (Delft). In deze studie worden
hun resultaten slechts als feiten gepresenteerd. Hiertoe behoren de
"criticality studies", de neutronen-statistiek en de materiaalbalans als
funktie van de tijd, die alle nauw met het werk in de hoofdstukken II en
III verbonden zijn. Ook het vele werk dat aan de lokale "fuel cycle" is
gedaan, komt in deze hoofdstukken slechts indirekt ter sprake waar het
over de verversingssnelheid van het reaktorgas gaat.
De berekening van chemische evenwichten in een veelkomponenten systeem, zoals ons reaktorgas, is mogelijk geworden door
de aanwezigheid van Eriksson's SOLGASMIX computerprogramma,
waarin wij de meest recente thermodynamische gegevens uit de Materials
Development Division in Harweil (U.K.) hebben kunnen verwerken. Het
aantal komponenten bedroeg 18 tot 52, al naar behoefte. De omvang van
deze rekenprogramma's vereiste het gebruik van de SARA-Cyber 750
computer.
Enkele belangrijke resultaten willen wij hier in het kort
vermelden:

•

•

•

Hoofdstuk 11
Bij elke wandtemperatuur, druk en fluorpotentiaal is het mogelijk
een evenwiehts samenstellin& van het U-C-F gasmengsel op te
geven waarbij de vaste grafiet-wand een essentiële komponent in
het chemische systeem is. Dit is in het bijzonder onderzocht voor
wandtemperaturen van 1700 tot 2800 K, bij 1.0 tot 3.0 MPa ..
Uranium vormt geen carbiden met de wand mits de fluor
potentiaal meer dan 4.0 is. Voor temperaturen beneden 3000 K
,
zijn UF4 en UF5 de hoofdbestanddelen naast CF4.
Dissociatiç in de "bulk" is vrijwel kompleet boven 7000 K. De
ionisatiegraad bij 10000 K is ca 10 procent.
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Hoofdstuk lil
•

Bij het bedrijf van een lokale "fuel cycle" voor verversing en
zuivering van het reaktorgas zal men ontmoeten:
a) Verwijdering van splijtprodukten.
Om kondensatie van SrF2 en lanthaanfluoriden te voorkomen
moet het reaktorgas eens per 2 uren volledig gezuiverd
worden. In kontinu proces betekent dit 300 cm3 sec-1 bij
2000 Ken 2.5 MPa.
b) Opbouw van plutonium.
Bij "recycling" van de actiniden gedurende 5 jaren bouwt zich
4 procent plutonium op. De isotopische samenstelling is
ongeschikt voor bommateriaaL De chemische vorm is PuF4
met sporen PuF3. De helft van het o238 is na 5 jaren vervangen door u236
c) De verhouding C/U in de gasfase wordt door het nukleaire proces nauwelijks beïnvloed. Dit betekent dat de vorming en afvoer van splijtprodukten nauwelijks de fluor-potentiaal verandert mits suppletie via de toevoer van vers UF4 plaats vindt.
I

•

•

Hoofdstuk IV
Korrosie en materiaalafzetting vormen bij deze hoge temperatuur
systemen een groot gevaar. Bij onze oriëntatie dienaangaande
bleek het volgende.
de inste1ling van chemische evenwichten bij 2000 K geschiedt
momentaan. Daardoor worden korrosie en depositie uitsluiteno
bepaald door:
a) diffusie door de gaslaag aan de wand;
b) konvektie onder invloed van temperatuurverschillen;
Voor beide geldt een tijdskonstante van de orde van een sekonde.
materiaaltransport onder invloed van konvektie of van stroming
in transponleidingen van de "fuel cycle" hangt in de eerste plaats
af van de verhouding (C/U) in het gas. Deze verhouding neemt toe
a) met een faktor 10 voorTgas van 1700 naar 3000 K,
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•

•

•

•

b) met een faktor 7 voor een fluor potentiaal van 4.5 naar 5. 7,
c) met een faktor 1.2 als de druk langs een 2000 K isotherm gaat
van 2.5 MPa naar 0.1 MPa.
korrosie van de reaktorwand onder invloed van temperatuurverschillen zal zich zelf opheffen door het wegvreten van
wandmateriaal (2 mm/jaar, K) en het daardoor toenemen van de
lokale temperatuurgradient in de wand.
korrosie in de "fuel cycle" kan worden vermeden door gebruik te
maken van stapfunkties (piTi) -7 (Pk:Tk) bij handhaving van de
fluorpotentiaal in een expansie of kompressie programma. In de
praktijk zal dit betekenen:
a) supersone uitstroming door een nauwe opening in een scheidingswand voor het geval van expansie,
b) injektie van vaste stof korrels met geprogrammeerde samenstelling in plaats van "kompressie".
Hoofdstuk V
Het temperatuurprofiel binnen de reaktor bleek sterk beïnvloed te
worden door de lokale dichtheid van de U-atomen, zowel als door
de invloed van een gasdeken aan de wand. De sterke toename van
het aantal deeltjes t.g.v. dissociatie en ionisatie veroorzaakt een
vermindering van de U-koncentratie in het centrum van de
reaktor met een faktor 8. De maximum temperatuur in het
centrum bedraagt daardoor slechts ca 12000 K.
De dikte van de gasdeken wordt door ons gedefinieerd als de
plaats waar het stralingstransport gelijk is aan het energietransport door middel van gasmoleculen (kinetisch). De hierbij
behorende temperatuur Ta blijkt evenredig te zijn met het
produkt
Ta"" p· crphot · ~n
Voor p = 2.5 MPa; crphot = 2.5 · IQ-21m2 per molecuul en ~n=
0.4 Watt· m -1. sec- is Ta = 5000 K. In A.kin zijn zowel het
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•

laminaire als het konvektieve energietransport meegenomen.
De temperatuurgradient in de gasdeken blijkt gemiddeld ca.
5·1o6 K·m-1 te zijn, waardoor de dikte van de gasdeken maximaal
1 mm is voor een gladde cylinderwand (minimum wandoppervlak
van de reaktor). Door het reaktor wandoppervlak met een faktor
vier te vergroten (coaxiaal systeem) kan men bij 't zelfde
vermogen en druk de gasdeken reeds met een faktor vier
vergroten, wat gewenst is wegens de vrije weglengte van de
fotonen (0.7·10-2 mm).

Hoofdstuk VI
•

•

Het elektrische geleidingsvermogen van zwak-geïoniseerde gassen
(plasma's) is direkt evenredig met de dichtheid van vrije elektronen relatief tot de dichtheid van neutrale gasmoleculen plus ionen.
Uit onze analyse blijkt dat
a) beneden 6000 K vrijwel alle vrije elektronen door vrije
fluor atomen worden ingevangen (F" ionen),
b) boven 6000 K F" ioniseert en de elektronen vrijkomen,
c) toevoeging van 10% cesium aan het (U-C-F) gasmengsel geen
grote verandering in het geleidingsvermogen oplevert,
d) de specifieke Ohmse weerstand van het plasma bij 10000 K ca
2·10-5 Ohm·m bedraagt.
Magnetische kompressie van dit plasma is mogelijk op een
tijdschaal van 1o-3 sekonde. De indringdiepte van het magneetveld is in die tijd 7 cm. De koele gaslaag aan de wand doet niet
mee en is relatief tot het totale gassysteem onbelangrijk.

Hoofdstuk VII
•

Een komplete toestandsvergelijking voor het (U-C-F) gasmengsel
in het temperatuurtrajekt van 2000 tot 10000 K is afgeleid uit de
resultaten van het SOLGASMIX programma, met volledige
inbouw van dissociatie en ionisatie.
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•

•

De totale waarde Cpffi voor ons gasmengsel is berekend met
gebruikmaking van de soortelijke warmten uit de data-bank van
Harwell, en m.b.v. de dissociatie-energieën in Hoofdstuk 11,
Tablel III. In het temperatuurtraject van 4500 tot 7000 K is the
dissociatieterm 5 à 8 maal groter dan de geïntegreerde Cp waarden
voor alle componenten tezamen. Van 8000 tot 10000 K nadert het
gas snel de cp waarde voor mono-atomair gas.
De &rootheid 1C = <Cp~v1 die van zo groot belang is voor de
beschrijving van cyclische adiabatische processen, zoals in een
nucleaire Diesel motor beoogd, blijkt tussen 2000 en 6000 K te
schommelen om 1.05, wat in overeenstemming is met metingen
aan UF6. Boven 8000 K loopt 1C snel van 1.3 naar 1.5 bij 10000 K.

Tenslotte wordt in twee Appendices nog een beschouwing
gegeven over het fysico-chemische gedrag van ons gasmengsel tg.v. de
eindige afmetingen van moleculen en atomen en tg.v. Debije afschermbollen in zwak-geïoniseerde gassen bij 10000 K.
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Maar vooral Tine van der Veer! Jouw enorme inzet heeft tot de
volmaakte vorm van dit manuscript geleid.
Een Instituut als Amolf is ondenkbaar zonder zijn directeur,
Professor Saris . Uw "samenzwering" met Professor Kistemaker in
november 1986 heeft tot de realisatie van dit werk geleid. Wel bedankt!
"Last but not least" wil ik bedanken mijn man, mijn kinderen en
mijn moeder voor het begrip dat zij de afgelopen jaren hebben getoond.
Mijn drang naar wetenschappelijk werk leidde inderdaad soms tot ietwat
On-Nederlandse situaties. Moge het concrete stuk werk, dat thans in dit
boek voor u ligt, een verduidelijking zijn van wat mij bezig houdt
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IONIZATION DUE TO RADIOACTIVITY
IN A GAS-CORE FISSION REACTOR

INTRODUCTION
Assume a G.C.F.R. with :
-

a volume of 10m3

-

a wall area of 20 m2

-

a mean working pressure of 75 atmospheres

- boundary layer conditions
• mean temperature 3500 K
• mean density ngas = 15. 1025 particles m-3
• temperarture gradient 1()6 to 107 K m-1
- graphite wall top layer at 1800 K
bulk temperature

10000 K

- stationary energy production 50 Mega Watt thermal.
The concentration of U-atoms in the gas boundary layer, in contact with the
wall, will be a factor 25 higher than in the bulk (see Ch.V), reason why we
expect most influence of radioactivity in the boundary layer.

1

If a U-atom fissions two fission productsofabout equal mass fly apart,
each with a kinetic energy of 100 Me V (or 1.6 · 10-11 Joules), or
- 0.9 MeV per atomie mass unit,
There are two stopping processes [1,~]:
- electtonic stopping, which is dominant for these high energies,
- nuclear stopping (elastic collisions) which we will neglect in this
case(< 1% for 1.0 to 0.2 MeV/a.m.u.).
The electtonic stopping process causes excitation, dissociation and ionization
of the gas molecules. From fundamental atomie collision research we know
that per ion-pair formed the projectile loses 30 eV (mean value) [3].

THE LENGTH OF THE FISSION-TRACKS
The stopping power is defined by
ó.x

J(dE fdx) · dx ~(dE ldx)mean · Ax

0

Values for (dE ldx) are available on graphs [4], and given as stopping power
in MeV

I

(mg · cm-2). We assumed fission particles with a mean atomie

number of 110 and a mean energy along their tracks of 0.5 MeV /a.m. u. Then
the mean stopping power is
37 MeV I (mg · cm-2)

2

with an accuracy of about 20 percent. The track length is determined by the
density of the gas (UF4 + CF4). Por 15 ·.1019 molecules/cm3 we find
60 · 1019 F-atoms/cm3 and 6 · 1019 (U+ C) atoms/cm3, giving a density of
22 mgr cm-3. Then the mean track length of a 100 Me V fission partiele is

i\x

(100122 x 37) ~ 0.1 cm.

So all fission products are stopped in the boundary gas layer.

THE DEGREE OF IONIZATION
To determine the degree of ionization due to fission processes, in a
stationary state, we have to solve the equation:
Production cm-3 sec-1

=

Loss cm-3 sec-1 .

Production:
The number of ion-pairs formed is directly proportional with the number of
U -atoms fissioning. The mean energy production in the reactor is 5 Joules
cm-3 sec-1, and in the boundary layer a factor 25 higher, corresponding with
4 · 1Q12 fission events per cm3 per second. The number of ions formed per

track of a fissionproduct is 3 · 106. This leads to the following data for the
gas-boundary layer.
125 J cm-3 sec-1

- energy production

6 J cm-3

- kinetic heat content

3

8 · 1012 cm-3 sec-1

- number of tracks

2.4 • 1019 cm-3 sec-1

- number of ion pairs

Loss:
Recombination of molecular ions is the main reasou for the decay of the
degree of ionization
2

-

(dni I dt)Ioss = - ni O'recomb. Vtherm.
with
n+ =u-= Di

= l0-15 cm21 partiele } (dni I dOtoss =- lü- 10 n(
;therm.= 1Q5 cm I sec

O'recomb.

The equality of Production and Lossin a stationary state gives:
Di=

5 · 1014 cm-3

and
(Di I ÏÏgas)

= 3 · 10-6.

This is the degree of ionization as most free electroos immediately attach
to the UFn molecules. Moreover, the radioactivity of the fission products
themselves (~ and y emission) is negligible as the corresponding energy is
less than one percent of the fission energy.

4

ConcJusions:
1) Ionization due to radioactivity is a factor 10 lower than the ionization
corresponding with the chemical equilibrium at 3500 K (Ch.II, Table V).
2) Single-pass neutron flux through the wall is 2 · 1013 cm-2sec-1; with 5

reflections per neutron in the moderator-reflector 1 · 1014 cm-2 sec-1.
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STEU.JNGEN
1. Het scheidend vermogen van thermodiffusiekolommen kan
voorspeld worden uit de "plate to plate" berekeningen van
destillatiekolommen.
Z. Fraenkel, A. Raviv and W. Klein, Chem.Engng.Science 18 (1963)
697.

2. Bij een thermodynamische analyse is het noodzakelijk dat men
zich consequent houdt aan opgestelde definities en gemaakte
tekenafspraken.
J.J.C. van Lier, Ned.Tijdschr.v.Natk. A49 (1983) 93.

3. Voor het bepalen van interne diffusie coëfficiënten in gaschromatografische kolommen zijn asymmetrische responsiekrommen gewenst.
W.R. MacDonald and H.W. Habgood, CanJ.Chem.Engng. 50 (1972)
462.

4. De verandering van de poriënstructuur die optreedt bij het
pyrolyseren van steenkool kan gevolgd worden door gaschromatografische metingen.
Niet gepubliceerd; eigen onderzoek aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam.

5. De gesuggereerde nauwkeurigheid van computerprogramma's
overschrijdt vaak de nauwkeurigheid van de fysische gegevens.
M.J.P.C. Nieskens, H.N. Stein and J. Kistemaker, Ind.Eng.Chem.
Systems 17 (1978) 258.
Zie ook Hoofdstuk II van dit Proefschrift.

6. Men kan de opstelling van destillatiekolommen energetisch
optimaliseren m.b.v. exergetische berekeningen.
Niet gepubliceerd; eigen onderzoek bij B.I.P.M. te 's Gravenhage.

7. Er bestaat een analogie tussen het neerslaan van wolfraam uit
een (WC16 + H2) gasmengsel en het neerslaan van koolstofuit
een (CF4 + UFn) gasmengsel bij een werkende gaskemreactor.
Y. Pauleau, Bulletin de la Soc.Chim.de France 4 (1985) 538.
Zie ook Hoofdstuk IV van dit Proefschrift

8. De invloed van zuurstof op chemische evenwichten in een
(U-C-F) gasmengsel dient nader onderzocht te worden.
Hoofdstukken II en III van dit Proefschrift
a) M.H. Rand et al. The thermodynamic properties of the urania
phase. Rev.lntllautes TempérRéfract.Fr. 15 (1978) 355.
b) P.A.G. O'Hare and John G. Malm, Thermodynamics of (uranium+
oxygen + fluorine). J.Chem.Thermodynamics 14 (1982) 331.

9. Er zijn overeenkomsten tussen het Hongaarse János Vitéz
epos en de Chinese mythe van de Weefster en de Koeiejongen. Zij wijzen vermoedelijk op een gemeenschappelijke
oorsprong.
János Vitéz van Sandor Petöfi (1840).
Tuin der Goden 11; J.J.L. Duyvendak, Uitg. De Haan, Utrecht 1947,
p.19.
Spinning Damset and Cowboy; J. Kistemakerand Yang Zhengzong,
Proc.Symp.133 of Int.Astron.Union, Paris, June 1987.

